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“A socialite bride, a $1 million inheritance, an older husband of questionable social rank,
Yankees misbehaving on Southern soil . . . [A] web of intrigue” (Our State). A news media frenzy
hurled the quiet resort community of Pinehurst, North Carolina, into the national spotlight in 1935
when hotel magnate Ellsworth Statler’s adopted daughter was discovered dead early one
February morning weeks after her wedding day. A politically charged coroner’s inquest failed to
determine a definitive cause of death, and the following civil action continued to expose sordid
details of the couple’s lives. More than half a century later, the story was all but forgotten when
local resident Diane McLellan spied an old photograph at a yard sale and became obsessed
with solving the mystery. Her enthusiastic sleuthing captured the attention of Southern Pines
resident and journalist Steve Bouser, who takes readers back to those blustery winter days so
long ago in the search to reveal what really happened to Elva Statler Davidson. Includes
photos “As compelling as any crime mystery an American writer has ever written: suspenseful,
titillating, true and set in Moore County.” —The Pilot “Bouser is both compassionate and
balanced in his reports of the Davidson affair.” —Authors ’Round the South “Bouser uses a story
‘ripped from the headlines’ as they say to reveal what’s known and unknown about a young
Pinehurst socialite’s bizarre death . . . [He] takes the reader through the wild inquest, a later trial
over Elva’s will, and buckets of speculation.” —Salisbury Post

“A reminder that ‘the way out is through,’…she provides great techniques for navigating the
passage.”—David Allen, New York Times bestselling author of Getting Things Done “A life-
affirming primer for moving us toward the conversations we need to have most.”—Doug Stone,
New York Times bestselling coauthor of Difficult Conversations “Those whose conversations
with co-workers or family members aren’t producing the results they want will find plenty of
helpful tools and assignments in this succinct guide.”—Publishers Weekly “Scott’s workbook
exercises will allow readers to have effective, life-changing fierce conversations of their own.”—
BooklistAbout the AuthorSusan Scott maintains an international consulting practice through her
firm, Fierce Conversations Inc., which provides Fierce Conversations, Fierce Leadership, and
Fierce Coaching programs to CEOs and company leaders. For fourteen years, she ran think
tanks and seminars for business leaders through TEC International, an organization dedicated
to increasing the effectiveness and enhancing the lives of CEOS around the world. Scott has
extensive experience assisting companies with mission, vision, values, leadership development,
cultural transformation, strategic planning, and executive coaching.
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AuthorPrologueDiane McLellan might seem an unlikely cold-case detective. If Central Casting
went looking for someone to play a contemporary woman who becomes obsessed with the idea
that a wealthy young socialite who died under suspicious circumstances three-quarters of a
century ago is crying out to her from the grave to get to the bottom of her story and tell it to the
world, Diane might not get the part.But on a spring day a few years ago, it was that peculiar,
unrelenting, near-supernatural sense of mission that first compelled Diane to drive from her
home near the resort village of Pinehurst, North Carolina, to the nearby town of Southern Pines
and call on the local newspaper editor.That would be me.Diane came to my office in the
company of the late Mary Evelyn de Nissoff—who, before retiring, had spent many years
covering Pinehurst for our thrice-weekly paper, The Pilot. Mary Evelyn thought Diane’s
determined effort to solve the obscure but tantalizing old mystery she had stumbled upon might
make a good feature story for us. It didn’t take me long to see that it was more than that.Diane
McLellan once described herself as “just an average person that you’d probably walk by on the
street and never notice.” After growing up in a blue-collar Ohio community and graduating from
high school in 1970, she married a career army noncom who spent a good part of his military
career with the Eighty-second Airborne Division based at Fort Bragg, which occupies a
sprawling section of real estate between Southern Pines and Fayetteville to the southeast. After
he closed out his enlistment elsewhere, they decided to return to this area and hang it up.“When
we were on the way back here for the last time,” she told me, “someone told us, ‘Hey, you ought
to check out Moore County.’ So we came here, and it was like a whole different planet! And we



stayed. We lived in Aberdeen, then Southern Pines, and now we’ve built a home on the outskirts
of Pinehurst, buried in the woods.”Compared with its surroundings, lower Moore County is,
indeed, a whole different planet. I’ve heard it described as “an island of wealth in the middle of a
sea of poverty, an oasis of sophistication in the middle of a southern desert.” Moore always ranks
a couple of clicks above its neighboring counties in any listing of things like household incomes
and educational levels, mostly because so many well-off, well-schooled, well-traveled people
gravitate in this direction to retire or play golf. (Some folks are even lucky enough to come here
to work, as I did in 1997. I had interrupted a conventional newspaper career to spend three or
four years involved in idealistic and adventurous media assistance work in immediate post-
Soviet Russia and Eastern Europe, until my wife and daughter, tired of being dragged all over,
finally announced: “Okay, you’ve saved the world. Now we want a normal life again.”)The
contrast between the Pinehurst area and environs is especially dramatic for people who, like
Diane and her husband, Mike, come here from Fort Bragg/Fayetteville. The image that lingers
with outsiders after they drive through the latter is one of an unrelieved urbanscape of traffic-
clogged, four-lane roads lined with bars, garish fast-food emporiums, pawnshops, tattoo parlors
and neon-lit topless joints that have signs outside urging you to “Support Our Troops.” Cross
over into Moore County and you feel the stress quickly falling away as you begin to encounter
peaceful horse farms, well-groomed golf courses and quaint tree-lined streets flanked with funky
old resort dwellings that often have forest floors of low-maintenance pine straw where their
lawns should be. We support our troops, among other ways, by giving some of them a decent,
normal, civilized place to live. A great many Special Forces officers and noncoms quietly raise
their families here, just as quietly vanishing from our church pews and our PTA meetings when
there’s a crisis abroad. You lie in bed and hear wave after wave of heavy troop transport planes
taking off and rumbling overhead at night, and you can only wonder what’s going on half a world
away.It was a single old photograph, picked up at a yard sale, that turned Diane McLellan into a
history detective. She found it among a mixed bag of old black-and-white scenes from the
golden age of Pinehurst, most of which involved golfers, racehorses and hunting dogs. But she
kept coming back to that one battered old print, bent and torn around the edges and aged to
subtle tones of sepia and walnut brown.At first glance, the image looked like little more than a
snapshot of a half-dozen guys killing time in front of a low building. But a more careful look
revealed layer after layer of detail, and there were intriguingly cryptic, handwritten inscriptions
around the edges.It wasn’t hard to guess who the six men in the foreground were: hotshot
photographers, apparently from big-city newspapers and wire services. But what were they
doing down south in Smallsville? Covering a major story of some kind, perhaps. They wore well-
pressed three-piece suits with razor-sharp creases in the pants and folded handkerchiefs in their
breast pockets. They were standing in a dirt street or yard in front of a simple one-story wooden
building, evidently during a recess in some kind of official proceeding. All six proudly displayed
the latest thing in state-of-the-art imaging devices: bulky Speed Graphic cameras with shiny new
leather gadget bags and identical flash attachments the size of satellite dishes.This photograph,



purchased at a yard sale, first set Diane McLellan off on her investigative quest. Her curiosity
was piqued by its mysterious inscription. Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The ample margins of the
photograph displayed a random assortment of semi-decipherable notes. “Larry ‘Nuts’ Byrd” read
the large, flourishing signature at the bottom. Somebody named Al identified himself as “the city
boy from the country.” In the lower right corner was this message: “Hope you are in Cuba when I
spend honeymoon in N.Y.—A.E. Scott, Wash DC.”But it was the scribbled notation angled
across the upper left, with one word she could only guess at, that grabbed Diane and wouldn’t
let her go.Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder but who can tell. One of
those things. Pinehurst, N.C.The inscription on the picture of photographers taken during the
Davidson inquest in 1935 reads, “Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder
but who can tell. One of those things. Pinehurst, N.C.” Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The Davidson
story? Murder? What was that all about? Unable to put that riddle out of her mind, Diane asked
around about who might be able to shed some light on it. A couple of people directed her toward
Khris Januzik at the Tufts Archives in the heart of Pinehurst, who knew where most of the
figurative bones were buried in the village. The archives, named for the resort’s founding family,
contained a wealth of documents and artifacts.Once Khris (who happened to be in her last day
on the job) had had a look at the stack of old photos, she was quickly able to identify many of the
people in them. But when she looked at the picture of the guys standing in front of the building
and read the inscription in the corner, she exclaimed, “Oh, my God! That’s the Elva Statler
Davidson case!”Khris then pulled her chair closer to Diane’s and began filling her in: “Have you
heard of the Statler hotel chain? Well, Elva was an adopted daughter of Ellsworth Statler. She
married Henry Bradley Davidson in January 1935, right after inheriting the better part of $1
million. On Valentine’s Day, about six weeks after their marriage, Elva got on a train from
Pinehurst to Boston and had her will changed, leaving all she had to Brad. Two weeks later, she
was found dead in her garage out here off Linden Road, alongside her 1934 Packard. It hit every
newspaper front page in the country. There was an inquest, but they never officially determined
what happened to her. It has been rumored that the Tufts family wanted this case buried. It was
the Depression, and the last thing their little resort needed was trouble. A lot of people thought
Brad did it—or at least played some kind of role in her death. But it was never solved.”Like most
contemporary residents of the Pinehurst area, Diane had never heard even a whisper about Elva
Statler Davidson or the lingering mystery of what happened to her on that cold morning in 1935.
But even in those early moments, with only a beat-up old photograph to go on, she thought she
knew.“Sounds like he did it, don’t you think?” she said. “He killed her. He had to have killed her
for the money.”“I don’t know if he did or not,” Khris said, standing up to signal that she had other
business to attend to. “Why don’t you see if you can find out?”Diane ended up spending years
doing just that. She pursued every possible aspect of the Davidson case down a seemingly
endless trail that led from courthouse basements to archive rooms in Washington, D.C., to a
dozen libraries and newspaper morgues up and down the eastern seaboard, to a couple of
distant cemeteries, to personal interviews with numerous aged witnesses or their descendants



and to dozens of websites. She amassed boxes and filing cabinets bulging with court
documents, diaries, newspaper clippings, photographs, maps, merchandise receipts, interview
notes, e-mail printouts and books ordered from eBay, each contributing some new element to
her meticulous reconstruction of the Davidson story in minute detail—all the way down to the
color of the panties Elva wore on her wedding day: peach.Along the way, Diane made the
acquaintance of the brilliant, colorful and sometimes cantankerous Mary Evelyn de Nissoff, who
had learned everything there was to know about Pinehurst in her decades of reporting for The
Pilot—not to mention a great many things that Pinehurst would rather not have known. And not
only that, but she had actually had a casual acquaintance with Elva Statler as a child. Tall and
angular and given to severely short haircuts and outrageously clunky, dangling earrings of pink
and aqua, Mary Evelyn also had a strong streak of the mystical and paranormal in her and
believed in ghosts and predestination. By the time the two of them showed up at my office, Mary
Evelyn had succeeded in infecting Diane with the notion that it may have been no accident that
that old picture of the photographers at the inquest had found its way into her hands and one
thing had led to another.“I think things are intended,” she later told me. “Somebody said
coincidence is God’s way of remaining anonymous. I think things have a pattern. I’ve found it to
be so. Why would Diane, from the middle of Squedunk or wherever she’s from—why would she
find this picture at a yard sale and feel like this girl was calling out to her to solve the mystery?
They say murder victims do not rest easily until the murderer is found. So I can see Elva pushing
to get this story out—to get people to really look into it and find out if she really was done wrong
by this guy.”Caught up in the “Elva Thing” myself, I, too, did quite a bit of independent snooping
into it and remained convinced that it was more than a newspaper feature story. Still, I never
knew quite what to do with it and, busy with my day job, found excuses to let it lie around for too
long. Then my friend Jim Dodson, three-time New York Times bestselling author and editor of
our sister publication, PineStraw magazine, persuaded me to do a cover story on it for him,
which he headlined “Death of a Pinehurst Princess.” The positive response from readers
ultimately got me off my backside and sparked the expansion of that article into this book.One
important note: Diane McLellan prefers to stay in the background (“it’s not about me, it’s about
her”), but it is she who single-handedly sparked the current revival of interest in the Davidson
case. The research materials she gathered so painstakingly lie behind the bulk of the content
presented here. Because she’s not comfortable being part of the story herself, the reader will
hear nothing more directly about Diane in this book. But she remains its sine qua non—“without
which, nothing.”CHAPTER 1Occurrence at Edgewood CottageShortly after 7:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 27, 1935, butler Emanuel Birch went to the front room of Edgewood
Cottage, parted a curtain and glanced outside. It was going to be a cold, sunny morning—
downright frigid for the normally temperate little inland resort colony of Pinehurst, North
Carolina.The diminutive Birch, a black man of indeterminate age whom everyone called
“Mannie,” expected to see an automobile sitting out there—the twelve-cylinder 1934 Packard
convertible roadster whose upkeep was his responsibility. But on this morning, the horseshoe



drive stood empty, except for a scattering of longleaf pine needles that had fallen onto the white
pea gravel.Birch’s newlywed employers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson, had come home
from a night of partying at who knew what hour. Normally they would leave the car in the
driveway. But they had the use of a garage at the back of the next-door neighbor’s house, and on
this night they apparently had decided to drive the Packard back there and put it away before
they and their houseguests came inside to sleep off their hangovers.After doing some routine
chores, the butler made his morning drive to the Pinehurst Post Office to check on the box the
Davidsons maintained there. It was well after 8:00 a.m. when he pulled back into the rear yard of
the leased “cottage,” really a ten-room mansion. He walked toward the porch with the frosty
grass crunching under his feet. As he stepped into the kitchen next to his servant’s quarters and
took off his jacket, the aroma of freshly brewed coffee greeted him. Pearl Watson, the cook and
maid, was girding for the descent of the white folks. As they waited, the two domestics
exchanged clucks of disapproval about the sometimes scandalous goings-on involving the
girlish mistress and older master of the house and their racy circle of friends, who acted as if this
were still the Jazz Age of the twenties instead of the Great Depression of the thirties.The usual
practice at Edgewood Cottage was for the two servants to awaken the residents and guests at
9:00 a.m. if they weren’t already up by then. As that hour approached, Birch helped Pearl start
breakfast. But he kept going to the window and looking out at the garage across the way. Was
the car there or not? What if Mrs. Davidson had taken one of her early morning drives and fallen
into some kind of trouble? In any case, if the car was there, he ought to see if it needed cleaning
up.Birch put his jacket back on, went outside and crossed to the garage. Arriving at the rightmost
of the three segmented wooden doors, he took hold of its steel handle and hefted it upward,
waiting as it completed its smooth course along the curved metal tracks and stopped overhead.
The twang of the vibrating springs faded to silence. The black Packard sat there against the right
wall, having been backed in. Birch took a step inside the dim building and reached up to begin
pulling the door closed behind him. Then, as the warm air inside started flowing out, it hit him in
the face: the powerful, stifling odor of trapped exhaust fumes.Birch coughed and covered his
mouth. He pushed the door back open again and stepped outside to take a few gasps of fresh,
cold air. Then, turning back toward the garage, he saw that the driver’s side door of the Packard
was open. And something was protruding from beneath it: a woman’s foot, wearing a house
slipper.“I was scared,” Birch would later recall. “But I walked over and looked. It was Mrs.
Davidson.”She was clad in a light wool sweater and skirt that didn’t seem warm enough for this
bitter weather. And what was she doing in that odd, contorted position, sprawled half in and half
out of the car, one knee on the running board, face downward, arms extended across the seat
and floorboard? Still coughing and covering his mouth, Birch stepped around the driver’s door—
glancing at the dashboard to notice that the ignition switch was still on though the engine had
stopped running—and tentatively approached his mistress. He knelt and placed his hand on her
shoulder, which still felt warm.“Mrs. Davidson, get up!” he cried, shaking her. But she didn’t
move.Curtis Campaigne and his wife, Edna, visitors from New Jersey, were still sound asleep in



the downstairs guest room of Edgewood Cottage at 9:00 a.m., so they never heard Birch’s
anguished cry at the door of Brad Davidson’s room upstairs: “My God, Mr. Davidson, Mrs.
Davidson is dead!” But they knew at once that they had a bad situation on their hands when the
maid, Pearl, came banging on their door seconds thereafter and jolted them awake with an
urgent notification: “Something has happened to Mrs. Davidson in the garage!”The Campaignes
followed the agitated Pearl through the house to the back door. There, Edna paused while Curtis
proceeded across the frosty backyard, half-walking and half-running as he approached the
three-car garage in the adjoining lot. Inside, he could dimly see the tall figure of Brad Davidson,
who had thrown on a pair of trousers and a sweater over his pajamas. He was standing with the
shorter Birch on the far side of the 1934 Packard, which sat parked with its chrome-emblazoned
front end facing the open sliding door, its shiny black finish emitting a sinister glint.As he walked
around the open driver’s side door, Campaigne saw it: the youthful, athletic body of Elva Statler
Davidson, motionless as a wax museum figure and wearing a brown sweater, wool skirt and
slippers, lying oddly crouched in the car’s doorway, half in and half out. She looked still and small
and alone, dwarfed by the massive car, her short-cropped, dark blonde head bowed in final
defeat.Brad Davidson knelt at his wife’s side, feeling for a pulse and finding none. There were no
funeral homes in Pinehurst, no ambulance services anywhere near. Brad had Pearl telephone
the house physician for the Carolina Hotel, Dr. M.W. Marr, who lived across Linden Road and
down a few houses. As Birch waited for him out by the street, Brad took hold of Elva’s body as if
intending to pick her up or make her more comfortable. But at that moment, Curtis Campaigne
blurted something out.“Don’t touch her!” he cried.Davidson looked up at him questioningly.
Campaigne explained that he had “read someplace that a body shouldn’t be touched under
such circumstances, if there was a chance of murder.”Murder? Who said anything about
murder? Ignoring Campaigne’s advice, Brad sat on the running board and cradled his wife’s
head in his lap. As they waited there, Campaigne asked the seemingly distraught Brad what he
thought had happened. He said he had no idea. The last time he had seen his wife, he said, was
when they parted sometime before 5:00 a.m., more than four hours previously. The last words
she spoke, he said, were, “Goodnight, darling.”When Dr. Marr finally arrived at Edgewood
Cottage, carrying his black bag and not even having bothered to dress fully, he was quickly
escorted back to the garage. There was no time for even subdued handshakes. He got right to
his grim work.As the others looked on anxiously, Marr knelt there amid the tools and garden
implements, applied his stethoscope and lifted a half-closed eyelid to check on Elva’s reflex
responses. He took only a minute to ascertain that, alas, it was too late for him or any other
person on earth to do any good. No heartbeat, no breath. Elva Davidson was quite dead.
Though he thought the fit young body had begun displaying the first signs of rigor mortis, he was
surprised at how warm it still felt. The coloration of the face, which Dr. Marr described as
markedly “flushed,” provided him with a broad hint as to the cause of death. Still, whether acting
on the off chance that the girl could be revived or going through the motions in an effort to make
her distraught husband and friends feel that something was being done, Dr. Marr stood up.“Let’s



get her to the hospital,” he ordered.Brad Davidson, with assistance from Curtis Campaigne and
Birch, wrapped Elva in a blanket, picked her up and laid her as gently as possible in the
cramped back seat of the low-slung Packard. Her body, weighing about 130 pounds, was all
dead weight, still awkwardly limp even if it was just beginning to stiffen. Then Brad, with
Campaigne sitting next to him in the shotgun seat, pulled out onto McKenzie Road, drove up to
Linden Road, turned right and stepped on the gas. Dr. Marr followed in his own car.The new
Moore County Hospital, a source of great community pride, stood three miles away on the other
side of town. It fronted on Page Road, named for the family of the man who had sold the logged-
over land that would become Pinehurst to James Walker Tufts in 1895. The route taken by the
little two-vehicle emergency convoy, skirting the village on the south, took less than five minutes.
The men got help conveying Elva to an examining room inside the hospital, where Dr. Marr and
two attendants, using a respirator, began trying to revive her. They gamely continued to press
their futile effort for nearly two hours before the doctor finally gave up and officially declared his
patient deceased at 11:20 a.m.Scarcely twelve hours earlier, Elva Statler Davidson, bride of a
few weeks, superb athlete, hotel heiress and society darling, had been hobnobbing with other
socialites at a fancy charity dinner to benefit this very hospital. Now she lay cold and lifeless in
one of its rooms.As mysterious as the circumstances leading to her death that morning were
several curious details that Dr. Marr and his assistants discovered: her body bore a number of
bruises, some of them evidently fresh. Despite the raw February morning, she had been dressed
inappropriately for a cold snap, wearing a sweater and a mismatched skirt that seemed way too
big for her—so much so, it was later said, that if she had stood up, it might have fallen off. Rolled
up in the hem of the sweater were a tube of lipstick, several golf tees and about thirteen dollars
in cash. And, perhaps strangest of all, she wore no undergarments.CHAPTER 2A Melancholy
Gypsy TuneThe news raced along the village grapevine like fire along a fuse. By noon, almost
everyone in the close-knit winter colony knew what had happened at Edgewood Cottage out on
the corner of Linden Road and McKenzie. At that early point, many of the gossipers were
attaching the “s” word to it: suicide. Locking oneself in a garage and turning on the engine had,
after all, become a standard way of ending it all in the three decades since the advent of the
automobile.“A horrible day,” Hemmie Tufts, granddaughter-in-law of Pinehurst founder James
Walker Tufts and the friend who had introduced Brad and Elva just a year earlier, wrote in her
diary. “Got word Elva had attempted suicide. Then Allie [Hemmie’s sister-in-law, Allie Vail] came
in with the news that Elva was dead. Carbon monoxide. It all seemed so horrible after being
together just last nite…We went to movies for escape. ‘All the King’s Horses.’ Took a walk alone.
Couldn’t talk about it…All is so horrible and unreal…Deadly sorry for Brad.”But some thoughtful
residents had doubted from the beginning that a troubled Elva Statler Davidson had simply
gassed herself and that was the end of the story. For one thing, there was the question of motive.
“What people in Pinehurst’s winter playground of the rich cannot understand,” a United Press
correspondent later wrote, “is why Mrs. Davidson should want to take her life. Outwardly, she had
everything to live for: beauty, youth, wealth, social position and a husband who is a member of a



prominent Washington family.”And then there were the nagging questions raised by the bits and
pieces of evidence that had so far surfaced. No matter how you looked at them, they didn’t seem
to add up to a story that made a lot of sense. Whether or not there was going to be a trial, as
such, this was clearly not going to be a cursory examination that would go away quickly—
especially given the prominent cast of characters.Of all the mysteries hovering around the case
of Elva Statler Davidson, none was so puzzling as the inexplicable, illogical position in which her
body was found. At this early stage of discussion, every plausible explanation—suicide, murder
or accident—seemed to leave a big question or two unanswered.Suicide: If a despondent young
woman were determined to kill herself with carbon monoxide inside a closed garage, surely she
would sit down comfortably behind the wheel, start the engine and lean back to let the gas do its
work. As a poor second alternative, she might go sit or lie near the tailpipe in hopes of getting a
quicker, more potent dose.Murder: On the other hand, if someone else were intent on murdering
a young lady and making it look like suicide, wouldn’t he take care to place her body
(presumably already dead or incapacitated through other means) behind the wheel? Surely the
last thing he would do is to dump her in a pile sure to arouse suspicion and then go
away.Accident: First of all, it was hard to imagine, under the circumstances that prevailed in this
case, and considering how long it takes a lethal dose of monoxide to build up, how a fit young
woman could possibly end up dying by accident in that garage, which had plenty of windows
that could be broken out. And even if she had, was it likely she would end up being huddled how
and where she was found?As described by that small group of heartsick and helpless witnesses
who had seen her, the position almost sounded like that of one who had collapsed while
climbing uphill on hands and knees. Or backing downhill. “If you were stepping out of a car
backward and suddenly fainted,” a shaken Edna Campaigne told others in attempting to imagine
a scenario that would somehow fit the awful thing she had seen that morning, “that would be the
position her body was in.”An anonymous correspondent who filed an Associated Press story on
that first day seemed to lean toward the theory that Elva, known to suffer from insomnia, had
taken an early morning drive and then somehow died accidentally while preparing for a trip to
the golf course. But why would a young woman choose to take a drive or play a round of golf
while wearing house slippers, somebody else’s ill-fitting skirt and no hat, panties, girdle,
brassiere, camisole or stockings?One of those harboring early misgivings about the case was
Moore County sheriff Charles McDonald.Described as “a squared-away guy,” he had one of
North Carolina’s most expansive counties (at more than seven hundred square miles, half the
size of Rhode Island) to look after. And Pinehurst, an unincorporated village—really more of a
company town—with no police department and no crime to speak of, was part of the sheriff’s
beat. The village had a lone constable, a man named Deese, but he seems to have bowed out
early and left the investigation up to the high sheriff.McDonald himself took his own sweet time
picking up on the gravity of what had happened. It was 10:00 a.m. on that first day—while Dr.
Marr was still working in vain to bring some life back to the body—when somebody called the
sheriff’s office in Carthage with the news of “a lady dead at the hospital.” McDonald didn’t arrive



in Pinehurst (twelve miles away) until 11:30 a.m. The hospital called again at noon, only to find
that the sheriff had gone off to his weekly Kiwanis Club lunch.McDonald still had a toothpick in
the corner of his mouth when he finally walked into the hospital a little after 1:00 p.m., but he
quickly got down to business. He might have been a country boy, but he knew right away that he
had a big case on his beat, and it didn’t take him much longer to recognize that certain pieces of
the puzzle didn’t fit together quite right. He made sure that another man became involved in the
investigation from the start: Acting Coroner Hugh Kelly. (Coroner Carl Fry was out of town.)
McDonald and Kelly paid their first visit to Edgewood Cottage between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.
Neither had ever handled a case quite like this before, and they improvised as they went
along.First of all, they wanted to find out more about what had happened the previous night,
most of which the Davidsons and their friends had partied away.The first party that the group
had gone to after putting on their tuxes and evening gowns was the premier local social event of
the year: the annual Hospital Ball at Pinehurst Country Club.“Everything that can be done to
make a party a roaring success has been done by the finance committee of the hospital
auxiliary, which is sponsoring the Charity Ball on February 26,” The Pilot had reported a few days
before the event. “Fred Kibler’s Casa Nova orchestra will play, and we all know what excellent
dance music that is.”Mr. and Mrs. Herb Vail, close friends of the Davidsons, weren’t just
attending the dance. They were part of the entertainment. “At intervals during the evening,” the
paper reported, “the Casa Novas will be relieved by the local amateur orchestra known
delicately as the ‘B.O.’s,’ consisting of Mrs. Herbert Vail, Herbert Vail, Bob Page, John Leland
and Liv Biddle…The dancing will take place in the regular ballroom. Specialty acts and stunts
have been arranged to entertain between dances.”Herb Vail had become part of the Tufts family
when his sister, Allie Vail, a good-looking, dark-haired horsewoman and tournament-class tennis
player, married Richard S. Tufts, grandson of patriarch James Walker Tufts and son of Leonard
Tufts, president of Pinehurst Inc. Herb and Minnie could always be counted on to be the life of
any party.Lots was going on that night. “Mrs. Myron Marr [wife of Dr. Marr, who would have his
hands full in a few hours] and Mrs. Percy Thomson will be in charge of a ‘take a chance’ booth,
where the customers may win a small fortune or lose their shirts,” the paper advised. “Donald
Sherrerd will act as official barker to lure suckers in!…Tickets for this gay three-ring circus are
$5.00 for a couple and $3.00 for a single person.”So a good time would be had by all at the
charity ball. Or almost all. There was one notable exception: Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson. She
was not having any fun at all. And she continued to be a party pooper all night, try though the
others might to cheer her up and make her get with the program. Nothing seemed to go right in
that regard. Local artists had contributed “posters of various kinds, amusing, decorative and
even sketches of local celebrities,” which could be bought at auction. They were described as
“just what you’ve been looking for to liven up some particular corner of a room that has never
looked just right.” So Elva bought one of them, but Brad had been overheard harshly
disapproving of her purchase in mock playful fashion, rebuking her in front of others and
plunging her even deeper into her apparent despair.Not even the strolling accordionist who had



been engaged to wander among the seated guests, “playing any tune anybody asks for,” did
anything to improve Elva’s spirits. In fact, he later made things even worse.Montesanti’s
Spaghetti Camp was a roadhouse located near a creek bottom off the old Morganton Road,
which wound a kind of back route between Pinehurst and Southern Pines. The “camp” was really
just an Italian restaurant housed in a rambling, wooden structure that looked as if it might have
evolved section by section as a one-story wing was added on to an early two-story farmhouse. It
had once served as a hunting lodge. There was an ancient stone chimney and weathered
wooden siding that appeared never to have felt the touch of a paintbrush.The building housing
Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp, where the Davidsons and friends dined in the wee hours of the
morning of her death, stood on land that is now part of the Lawn and Tennis Club. Courtesy of
the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.Angelo Montesanti had brought his tribe to Moore County in 1912.
Besides running the camp on the side, Angelo was the chef at the Highland Pines Inn during
“the season.” In the summer, when Pinehurst mostly shut down, the family traveled to Charleroix,
Michigan, to work at a sister inn. The casually inviting spaghetti camp was a popular spot with
the fast Pinehurst crowd, which admittedly didn’t have a wide array of choices for evening
entertainment. The central village had always been known for rolling the sidewalks up and
storing them away at 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.Angelo was sound asleep when someone came pounding
on his locked door and demanding service sometime between 2:00 and 2:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 27. He looked out into the yard to see a party of eighteen people, some
yawning and a little unsteady on their feet, climbing out of a convoy of snazzy automobiles. The
women wore rumpled evening gowns, the men tuxedos with their ties loosened. They had just
come from the charity ball at the Pinehurst Country Club, they informed the proprietor, and they
were starving.Whether welcoming an opportunity to live up to his own advertising slogan,
“Where Hospitality Rules,” or (more likely) responding to the promise or expectation that this
bunch of rich playboys and party girls would make this wee-hours imposition more than worth
his while, Angelo complied and invited the gang of impromptu guests in. Soon he was turning up
the lights, firing up the stoves and waking up the help.As he interviewed spaghetti camp
employees in the harsh light of that same day, Sheriff McDonald quickly zeroed in on one
witness: a waiter named John Nostragiacomio, whom newspapers later would invariably
describe as “bushy-haired.”The thing that struck him, the waiter said, was that while seventeen
of the guests who had barged in were having a good time around the pulled-together tables, one
of them most clearly was not: Elva Statler Davidson. “Everybody in the party except Mrs.
Davidson was laughing and having fun,” he said. “She sat at the head of the table, and her
husband sat several chairs away from her. They had brought a harmonica player with them from
the dance at the Country Club, and there was some music.”Nostragiacomio was wrong about
the “harmonica” player. The musician was the aforementioned strolling accordion player, one
Carlo Restivo, who had been brought along from the ball. But the waiter was certain of one thing:
he didn’t see Elva Davidson smile once during her stay at his establishment. “Her eyes were
wet,” he said, “and she finally began to cry. She cried very hard.”The bitter weeping continued for



a long time, Nostragiacomio told investigators. He would notice it each time he brought another
plate of steaming pasta, basket of crisp garlic toast or bowl of salad to the table.The waiter also
made a point of saying that he had not noticed Mrs. Davidson’s husband making any attempt at
all to comfort or console her. Rather, he seemed cold and remote, largely ignoring his
conspicuously distraught bride as he talked, laughed and danced with others. Though not
everyone who had been at Montesanti’s could swear that they had seen Elva crying, and no one
saw her quarreling with her husband at that stage, several friends recalled that she had “feigned
gaiety but seemed depressed,” both at the charity ball and later at the spaghetti house.Interior of
Montesanti’s. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.When the accordionist stopped near
Elva, she requested a song. But when he played it, his fingers racing like spiders across the
black and white keys, it only made Elva sob louder. The song that so affected her was described
only as “a melancholy Gypsy tune.”The winter’s dawn was less than three hours away when the
members of the party, suspended somewhere between intoxication and hangover, finally paid
their bills and tips, toddled out into Montesanti’s sandy parking lot, bid each other adieu, slipped
into their cold car seats and departed in their separate ways with their minds on a good day’s
sleep. At that point, several in the party agreed, tears were still welling in Elva’s eyes.Sheriff
McDonald and Coroner Kelly had heard more than enough. Here they had a wealthy young
woman who displayed signs that something was deeply troubling her at a couple of parties. Her
husband of seven weeks turned his back on her. Back home, there was an oddly extended, wee-
hours quarrel between the two of them about who would park the car. Hours later, she was found
dead amid highly peculiar circumstances. The doctor who examined her body told of bruises
and baffling attire or lack thereof. A husband/beneficiary who stood to become instantly wealthy
as a result of his new wife’s death seemed to have some explaining to do on several
points.DEATH of aPinehurst PrincessDEATH of aPinehurst PrincessDEATH of aPinehurst
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Faded Summer Love24. A Distant and Faraway Look25. The Shore of that Eternal SeaAbout the
AuthorPrologueDiane McLellan might seem an unlikely cold-case detective. If Central Casting
went looking for someone to play a contemporary woman who becomes obsessed with the idea
that a wealthy young socialite who died under suspicious circumstances three-quarters of a
century ago is crying out to her from the grave to get to the bottom of her story and tell it to the
world, Diane might not get the part.But on a spring day a few years ago, it was that peculiar,
unrelenting, near-supernatural sense of mission that first compelled Diane to drive from her
home near the resort village of Pinehurst, North Carolina, to the nearby town of Southern Pines
and call on the local newspaper editor.That would be me.Diane came to my office in the
company of the late Mary Evelyn de Nissoff—who, before retiring, had spent many years
covering Pinehurst for our thrice-weekly paper, The Pilot. Mary Evelyn thought Diane’s
determined effort to solve the obscure but tantalizing old mystery she had stumbled upon might
make a good feature story for us. It didn’t take me long to see that it was more than that.Diane
McLellan once described herself as “just an average person that you’d probably walk by on the
street and never notice.” After growing up in a blue-collar Ohio community and graduating from
high school in 1970, she married a career army noncom who spent a good part of his military
career with the Eighty-second Airborne Division based at Fort Bragg, which occupies a
sprawling section of real estate between Southern Pines and Fayetteville to the southeast. After
he closed out his enlistment elsewhere, they decided to return to this area and hang it up.“When
we were on the way back here for the last time,” she told me, “someone told us, ‘Hey, you ought
to check out Moore County.’ So we came here, and it was like a whole different planet! And we
stayed. We lived in Aberdeen, then Southern Pines, and now we’ve built a home on the outskirts
of Pinehurst, buried in the woods.”Compared with its surroundings, lower Moore County is,
indeed, a whole different planet. I’ve heard it described as “an island of wealth in the middle of a
sea of poverty, an oasis of sophistication in the middle of a southern desert.” Moore always ranks
a couple of clicks above its neighboring counties in any listing of things like household incomes
and educational levels, mostly because so many well-off, well-schooled, well-traveled people
gravitate in this direction to retire or play golf. (Some folks are even lucky enough to come here
to work, as I did in 1997. I had interrupted a conventional newspaper career to spend three or
four years involved in idealistic and adventurous media assistance work in immediate post-
Soviet Russia and Eastern Europe, until my wife and daughter, tired of being dragged all over,
finally announced: “Okay, you’ve saved the world. Now we want a normal life again.”)The
contrast between the Pinehurst area and environs is especially dramatic for people who, like
Diane and her husband, Mike, come here from Fort Bragg/Fayetteville. The image that lingers
with outsiders after they drive through the latter is one of an unrelieved urbanscape of traffic-
clogged, four-lane roads lined with bars, garish fast-food emporiums, pawnshops, tattoo parlors
and neon-lit topless joints that have signs outside urging you to “Support Our Troops.” Cross
over into Moore County and you feel the stress quickly falling away as you begin to encounter
peaceful horse farms, well-groomed golf courses and quaint tree-lined streets flanked with funky



old resort dwellings that often have forest floors of low-maintenance pine straw where their
lawns should be. We support our troops, among other ways, by giving some of them a decent,
normal, civilized place to live. A great many Special Forces officers and noncoms quietly raise
their families here, just as quietly vanishing from our church pews and our PTA meetings when
there’s a crisis abroad. You lie in bed and hear wave after wave of heavy troop transport planes
taking off and rumbling overhead at night, and you can only wonder what’s going on half a world
away.It was a single old photograph, picked up at a yard sale, that turned Diane McLellan into a
history detective. She found it among a mixed bag of old black-and-white scenes from the
golden age of Pinehurst, most of which involved golfers, racehorses and hunting dogs. But she
kept coming back to that one battered old print, bent and torn around the edges and aged to
subtle tones of sepia and walnut brown.At first glance, the image looked like little more than a
snapshot of a half-dozen guys killing time in front of a low building. But a more careful look
revealed layer after layer of detail, and there were intriguingly cryptic, handwritten inscriptions
around the edges.It wasn’t hard to guess who the six men in the foreground were: hotshot
photographers, apparently from big-city newspapers and wire services. But what were they
doing down south in Smallsville? Covering a major story of some kind, perhaps. They wore well-
pressed three-piece suits with razor-sharp creases in the pants and folded handkerchiefs in their
breast pockets. They were standing in a dirt street or yard in front of a simple one-story wooden
building, evidently during a recess in some kind of official proceeding. All six proudly displayed
the latest thing in state-of-the-art imaging devices: bulky Speed Graphic cameras with shiny new
leather gadget bags and identical flash attachments the size of satellite dishes.This photograph,
purchased at a yard sale, first set Diane McLellan off on her investigative quest. Her curiosity
was piqued by its mysterious inscription. Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The ample margins of the
photograph displayed a random assortment of semi-decipherable notes. “Larry ‘Nuts’ Byrd” read
the large, flourishing signature at the bottom. Somebody named Al identified himself as “the city
boy from the country.” In the lower right corner was this message: “Hope you are in Cuba when I
spend honeymoon in N.Y.—A.E. Scott, Wash DC.”But it was the scribbled notation angled
across the upper left, with one word she could only guess at, that grabbed Diane and wouldn’t
let her go.Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder but who can tell. One of
those things. Pinehurst, N.C.The inscription on the picture of photographers taken during the
Davidson inquest in 1935 reads, “Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder
but who can tell. One of those things. Pinehurst, N.C.” Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The Davidson
story? Murder? What was that all about? Unable to put that riddle out of her mind, Diane asked
around about who might be able to shed some light on it. A couple of people directed her toward
Khris Januzik at the Tufts Archives in the heart of Pinehurst, who knew where most of the
figurative bones were buried in the village. The archives, named for the resort’s founding family,
contained a wealth of documents and artifacts.Once Khris (who happened to be in her last day
on the job) had had a look at the stack of old photos, she was quickly able to identify many of the
people in them. But when she looked at the picture of the guys standing in front of the building



and read the inscription in the corner, she exclaimed, “Oh, my God! That’s the Elva Statler
Davidson case!”Khris then pulled her chair closer to Diane’s and began filling her in: “Have you
heard of the Statler hotel chain? Well, Elva was an adopted daughter of Ellsworth Statler. She
married Henry Bradley Davidson in January 1935, right after inheriting the better part of $1
million. On Valentine’s Day, about six weeks after their marriage, Elva got on a train from
Pinehurst to Boston and had her will changed, leaving all she had to Brad. Two weeks later, she
was found dead in her garage out here off Linden Road, alongside her 1934 Packard. It hit every
newspaper front page in the country. There was an inquest, but they never officially determined
what happened to her. It has been rumored that the Tufts family wanted this case buried. It was
the Depression, and the last thing their little resort needed was trouble. A lot of people thought
Brad did it—or at least played some kind of role in her death. But it was never solved.”Like most
contemporary residents of the Pinehurst area, Diane had never heard even a whisper about Elva
Statler Davidson or the lingering mystery of what happened to her on that cold morning in 1935.
But even in those early moments, with only a beat-up old photograph to go on, she thought she
knew.“Sounds like he did it, don’t you think?” she said. “He killed her. He had to have killed her
for the money.”“I don’t know if he did or not,” Khris said, standing up to signal that she had other
business to attend to. “Why don’t you see if you can find out?”Diane ended up spending years
doing just that. She pursued every possible aspect of the Davidson case down a seemingly
endless trail that led from courthouse basements to archive rooms in Washington, D.C., to a
dozen libraries and newspaper morgues up and down the eastern seaboard, to a couple of
distant cemeteries, to personal interviews with numerous aged witnesses or their descendants
and to dozens of websites. She amassed boxes and filing cabinets bulging with court
documents, diaries, newspaper clippings, photographs, maps, merchandise receipts, interview
notes, e-mail printouts and books ordered from eBay, each contributing some new element to
her meticulous reconstruction of the Davidson story in minute detail—all the way down to the
color of the panties Elva wore on her wedding day: peach.Along the way, Diane made the
acquaintance of the brilliant, colorful and sometimes cantankerous Mary Evelyn de Nissoff, who
had learned everything there was to know about Pinehurst in her decades of reporting for The
Pilot—not to mention a great many things that Pinehurst would rather not have known. And not
only that, but she had actually had a casual acquaintance with Elva Statler as a child. Tall and
angular and given to severely short haircuts and outrageously clunky, dangling earrings of pink
and aqua, Mary Evelyn also had a strong streak of the mystical and paranormal in her and
believed in ghosts and predestination. By the time the two of them showed up at my office, Mary
Evelyn had succeeded in infecting Diane with the notion that it may have been no accident that
that old picture of the photographers at the inquest had found its way into her hands and one
thing had led to another.“I think things are intended,” she later told me. “Somebody said
coincidence is God’s way of remaining anonymous. I think things have a pattern. I’ve found it to
be so. Why would Diane, from the middle of Squedunk or wherever she’s from—why would she
find this picture at a yard sale and feel like this girl was calling out to her to solve the mystery?



They say murder victims do not rest easily until the murderer is found. So I can see Elva pushing
to get this story out—to get people to really look into it and find out if she really was done wrong
by this guy.”Caught up in the “Elva Thing” myself, I, too, did quite a bit of independent snooping
into it and remained convinced that it was more than a newspaper feature story. Still, I never
knew quite what to do with it and, busy with my day job, found excuses to let it lie around for too
long. Then my friend Jim Dodson, three-time New York Times bestselling author and editor of
our sister publication, PineStraw magazine, persuaded me to do a cover story on it for him,
which he headlined “Death of a Pinehurst Princess.” The positive response from readers
ultimately got me off my backside and sparked the expansion of that article into this book.One
important note: Diane McLellan prefers to stay in the background (“it’s not about me, it’s about
her”), but it is she who single-handedly sparked the current revival of interest in the Davidson
case. The research materials she gathered so painstakingly lie behind the bulk of the content
presented here. Because she’s not comfortable being part of the story herself, the reader will
hear nothing more directly about Diane in this book. But she remains its sine qua non—“without
which, nothing.”PrologueDiane McLellan might seem an unlikely cold-case detective. If Central
Casting went looking for someone to play a contemporary woman who becomes obsessed with
the idea that a wealthy young socialite who died under suspicious circumstances three-quarters
of a century ago is crying out to her from the grave to get to the bottom of her story and tell it to
the world, Diane might not get the part.But on a spring day a few years ago, it was that peculiar,
unrelenting, near-supernatural sense of mission that first compelled Diane to drive from her
home near the resort village of Pinehurst, North Carolina, to the nearby town of Southern Pines
and call on the local newspaper editor.That would be me.Diane came to my office in the
company of the late Mary Evelyn de Nissoff—who, before retiring, had spent many years
covering Pinehurst for our thrice-weekly paper, The Pilot. Mary Evelyn thought Diane’s
determined effort to solve the obscure but tantalizing old mystery she had stumbled upon might
make a good feature story for us. It didn’t take me long to see that it was more than that.Diane
McLellan once described herself as “just an average person that you’d probably walk by on the
street and never notice.” After growing up in a blue-collar Ohio community and graduating from
high school in 1970, she married a career army noncom who spent a good part of his military
career with the Eighty-second Airborne Division based at Fort Bragg, which occupies a
sprawling section of real estate between Southern Pines and Fayetteville to the southeast. After
he closed out his enlistment elsewhere, they decided to return to this area and hang it up.“When
we were on the way back here for the last time,” she told me, “someone told us, ‘Hey, you ought
to check out Moore County.’ So we came here, and it was like a whole different planet! And we
stayed. We lived in Aberdeen, then Southern Pines, and now we’ve built a home on the outskirts
of Pinehurst, buried in the woods.”Compared with its surroundings, lower Moore County is,
indeed, a whole different planet. I’ve heard it described as “an island of wealth in the middle of a
sea of poverty, an oasis of sophistication in the middle of a southern desert.” Moore always ranks
a couple of clicks above its neighboring counties in any listing of things like household incomes



and educational levels, mostly because so many well-off, well-schooled, well-traveled people
gravitate in this direction to retire or play golf. (Some folks are even lucky enough to come here
to work, as I did in 1997. I had interrupted a conventional newspaper career to spend three or
four years involved in idealistic and adventurous media assistance work in immediate post-
Soviet Russia and Eastern Europe, until my wife and daughter, tired of being dragged all over,
finally announced: “Okay, you’ve saved the world. Now we want a normal life again.”)The
contrast between the Pinehurst area and environs is especially dramatic for people who, like
Diane and her husband, Mike, come here from Fort Bragg/Fayetteville. The image that lingers
with outsiders after they drive through the latter is one of an unrelieved urbanscape of traffic-
clogged, four-lane roads lined with bars, garish fast-food emporiums, pawnshops, tattoo parlors
and neon-lit topless joints that have signs outside urging you to “Support Our Troops.” Cross
over into Moore County and you feel the stress quickly falling away as you begin to encounter
peaceful horse farms, well-groomed golf courses and quaint tree-lined streets flanked with funky
old resort dwellings that often have forest floors of low-maintenance pine straw where their
lawns should be. We support our troops, among other ways, by giving some of them a decent,
normal, civilized place to live. A great many Special Forces officers and noncoms quietly raise
their families here, just as quietly vanishing from our church pews and our PTA meetings when
there’s a crisis abroad. You lie in bed and hear wave after wave of heavy troop transport planes
taking off and rumbling overhead at night, and you can only wonder what’s going on half a world
away.It was a single old photograph, picked up at a yard sale, that turned Diane McLellan into a
history detective. She found it among a mixed bag of old black-and-white scenes from the
golden age of Pinehurst, most of which involved golfers, racehorses and hunting dogs. But she
kept coming back to that one battered old print, bent and torn around the edges and aged to
subtle tones of sepia and walnut brown.At first glance, the image looked like little more than a
snapshot of a half-dozen guys killing time in front of a low building. But a more careful look
revealed layer after layer of detail, and there were intriguingly cryptic, handwritten inscriptions
around the edges.It wasn’t hard to guess who the six men in the foreground were: hotshot
photographers, apparently from big-city newspapers and wire services. But what were they
doing down south in Smallsville? Covering a major story of some kind, perhaps. They wore well-
pressed three-piece suits with razor-sharp creases in the pants and folded handkerchiefs in their
breast pockets. They were standing in a dirt street or yard in front of a simple one-story wooden
building, evidently during a recess in some kind of official proceeding. All six proudly displayed
the latest thing in state-of-the-art imaging devices: bulky Speed Graphic cameras with shiny new
leather gadget bags and identical flash attachments the size of satellite dishes.This photograph,
purchased at a yard sale, first set Diane McLellan off on her investigative quest. Her curiosity
was piqued by its mysterious inscription. Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The ample margins of the
photograph displayed a random assortment of semi-decipherable notes. “Larry ‘Nuts’ Byrd” read
the large, flourishing signature at the bottom. Somebody named Al identified himself as “the city
boy from the country.” In the lower right corner was this message: “Hope you are in Cuba when I



spend honeymoon in N.Y.—A.E. Scott, Wash DC.”But it was the scribbled notation angled
across the upper left, with one word she could only guess at, that grabbed Diane and wouldn’t
let her go.Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder but who can tell. One of
those things. Pinehurst, N.C.The inscription on the picture of photographers taken during the
Davidson inquest in 1935 reads, “Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder
but who can tell. One of those things. Pinehurst, N.C.” Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The Davidson
story? Murder? What was that all about? Unable to put that riddle out of her mind, Diane asked
around about who might be able to shed some light on it. A couple of people directed her toward
Khris Januzik at the Tufts Archives in the heart of Pinehurst, who knew where most of the
figurative bones were buried in the village. The archives, named for the resort’s founding family,
contained a wealth of documents and artifacts.Once Khris (who happened to be in her last day
on the job) had had a look at the stack of old photos, she was quickly able to identify many of the
people in them. But when she looked at the picture of the guys standing in front of the building
and read the inscription in the corner, she exclaimed, “Oh, my God! That’s the Elva Statler
Davidson case!”Khris then pulled her chair closer to Diane’s and began filling her in: “Have you
heard of the Statler hotel chain? Well, Elva was an adopted daughter of Ellsworth Statler. She
married Henry Bradley Davidson in January 1935, right after inheriting the better part of $1
million. On Valentine’s Day, about six weeks after their marriage, Elva got on a train from
Pinehurst to Boston and had her will changed, leaving all she had to Brad. Two weeks later, she
was found dead in her garage out here off Linden Road, alongside her 1934 Packard. It hit every
newspaper front page in the country. There was an inquest, but they never officially determined
what happened to her. It has been rumored that the Tufts family wanted this case buried. It was
the Depression, and the last thing their little resort needed was trouble. A lot of people thought
Brad did it—or at least played some kind of role in her death. But it was never solved.”Like most
contemporary residents of the Pinehurst area, Diane had never heard even a whisper about Elva
Statler Davidson or the lingering mystery of what happened to her on that cold morning in 1935.
But even in those early moments, with only a beat-up old photograph to go on, she thought she
knew.“Sounds like he did it, don’t you think?” she said. “He killed her. He had to have killed her
for the money.”“I don’t know if he did or not,” Khris said, standing up to signal that she had other
business to attend to. “Why don’t you see if you can find out?”Diane ended up spending years
doing just that. She pursued every possible aspect of the Davidson case down a seemingly
endless trail that led from courthouse basements to archive rooms in Washington, D.C., to a
dozen libraries and newspaper morgues up and down the eastern seaboard, to a couple of
distant cemeteries, to personal interviews with numerous aged witnesses or their descendants
and to dozens of websites. She amassed boxes and filing cabinets bulging with court
documents, diaries, newspaper clippings, photographs, maps, merchandise receipts, interview
notes, e-mail printouts and books ordered from eBay, each contributing some new element to
her meticulous reconstruction of the Davidson story in minute detail—all the way down to the
color of the panties Elva wore on her wedding day: peach.Along the way, Diane made the



acquaintance of the brilliant, colorful and sometimes cantankerous Mary Evelyn de Nissoff, who
had learned everything there was to know about Pinehurst in her decades of reporting for The
Pilot—not to mention a great many things that Pinehurst would rather not have known. And not
only that, but she had actually had a casual acquaintance with Elva Statler as a child. Tall and
angular and given to severely short haircuts and outrageously clunky, dangling earrings of pink
and aqua, Mary Evelyn also had a strong streak of the mystical and paranormal in her and
believed in ghosts and predestination. By the time the two of them showed up at my office, Mary
Evelyn had succeeded in infecting Diane with the notion that it may have been no accident that
that old picture of the photographers at the inquest had found its way into her hands and one
thing had led to another.“I think things are intended,” she later told me. “Somebody said
coincidence is God’s way of remaining anonymous. I think things have a pattern. I’ve found it to
be so. Why would Diane, from the middle of Squedunk or wherever she’s from—why would she
find this picture at a yard sale and feel like this girl was calling out to her to solve the mystery?
They say murder victims do not rest easily until the murderer is found. So I can see Elva pushing
to get this story out—to get people to really look into it and find out if she really was done wrong
by this guy.”Caught up in the “Elva Thing” myself, I, too, did quite a bit of independent snooping
into it and remained convinced that it was more than a newspaper feature story. Still, I never
knew quite what to do with it and, busy with my day job, found excuses to let it lie around for too
long. Then my friend Jim Dodson, three-time New York Times bestselling author and editor of
our sister publication, PineStraw magazine, persuaded me to do a cover story on it for him,
which he headlined “Death of a Pinehurst Princess.” The positive response from readers
ultimately got me off my backside and sparked the expansion of that article into this book.One
important note: Diane McLellan prefers to stay in the background (“it’s not about me, it’s about
her”), but it is she who single-handedly sparked the current revival of interest in the Davidson
case. The research materials she gathered so painstakingly lie behind the bulk of the content
presented here. Because she’s not comfortable being part of the story herself, the reader will
hear nothing more directly about Diane in this book. But she remains its sine qua non—“without
which, nothing.”PrologueDiane McLellan might seem an unlikely cold-case detective. If Central
Casting went looking for someone to play a contemporary woman who becomes obsessed with
the idea that a wealthy young socialite who died under suspicious circumstances three-quarters
of a century ago is crying out to her from the grave to get to the bottom of her story and tell it to
the world, Diane might not get the part.But on a spring day a few years ago, it was that peculiar,
unrelenting, near-supernatural sense of mission that first compelled Diane to drive from her
home near the resort village of Pinehurst, North Carolina, to the nearby town of Southern Pines
and call on the local newspaper editor.That would be me.Diane came to my office in the
company of the late Mary Evelyn de Nissoff—who, before retiring, had spent many years
covering Pinehurst for our thrice-weekly paper, The Pilot. Mary Evelyn thought Diane’s
determined effort to solve the obscure but tantalizing old mystery she had stumbled upon might
make a good feature story for us. It didn’t take me long to see that it was more than that.Diane



McLellan once described herself as “just an average person that you’d probably walk by on the
street and never notice.” After growing up in a blue-collar Ohio community and graduating from
high school in 1970, she married a career army noncom who spent a good part of his military
career with the Eighty-second Airborne Division based at Fort Bragg, which occupies a
sprawling section of real estate between Southern Pines and Fayetteville to the southeast. After
he closed out his enlistment elsewhere, they decided to return to this area and hang it up.“When
we were on the way back here for the last time,” she told me, “someone told us, ‘Hey, you ought
to check out Moore County.’ So we came here, and it was like a whole different planet! And we
stayed. We lived in Aberdeen, then Southern Pines, and now we’ve built a home on the outskirts
of Pinehurst, buried in the woods.”Compared with its surroundings, lower Moore County is,
indeed, a whole different planet. I’ve heard it described as “an island of wealth in the middle of a
sea of poverty, an oasis of sophistication in the middle of a southern desert.” Moore always ranks
a couple of clicks above its neighboring counties in any listing of things like household incomes
and educational levels, mostly because so many well-off, well-schooled, well-traveled people
gravitate in this direction to retire or play golf. (Some folks are even lucky enough to come here
to work, as I did in 1997. I had interrupted a conventional newspaper career to spend three or
four years involved in idealistic and adventurous media assistance work in immediate post-
Soviet Russia and Eastern Europe, until my wife and daughter, tired of being dragged all over,
finally announced: “Okay, you’ve saved the world. Now we want a normal life again.”)The
contrast between the Pinehurst area and environs is especially dramatic for people who, like
Diane and her husband, Mike, come here from Fort Bragg/Fayetteville. The image that lingers
with outsiders after they drive through the latter is one of an unrelieved urbanscape of traffic-
clogged, four-lane roads lined with bars, garish fast-food emporiums, pawnshops, tattoo parlors
and neon-lit topless joints that have signs outside urging you to “Support Our Troops.” Cross
over into Moore County and you feel the stress quickly falling away as you begin to encounter
peaceful horse farms, well-groomed golf courses and quaint tree-lined streets flanked with funky
old resort dwellings that often have forest floors of low-maintenance pine straw where their
lawns should be. We support our troops, among other ways, by giving some of them a decent,
normal, civilized place to live. A great many Special Forces officers and noncoms quietly raise
their families here, just as quietly vanishing from our church pews and our PTA meetings when
there’s a crisis abroad. You lie in bed and hear wave after wave of heavy troop transport planes
taking off and rumbling overhead at night, and you can only wonder what’s going on half a world
away.It was a single old photograph, picked up at a yard sale, that turned Diane McLellan into a
history detective. She found it among a mixed bag of old black-and-white scenes from the
golden age of Pinehurst, most of which involved golfers, racehorses and hunting dogs. But she
kept coming back to that one battered old print, bent and torn around the edges and aged to
subtle tones of sepia and walnut brown.At first glance, the image looked like little more than a
snapshot of a half-dozen guys killing time in front of a low building. But a more careful look
revealed layer after layer of detail, and there were intriguingly cryptic, handwritten inscriptions



around the edges.It wasn’t hard to guess who the six men in the foreground were: hotshot
photographers, apparently from big-city newspapers and wire services. But what were they
doing down south in Smallsville? Covering a major story of some kind, perhaps. They wore well-
pressed three-piece suits with razor-sharp creases in the pants and folded handkerchiefs in their
breast pockets. They were standing in a dirt street or yard in front of a simple one-story wooden
building, evidently during a recess in some kind of official proceeding. All six proudly displayed
the latest thing in state-of-the-art imaging devices: bulky Speed Graphic cameras with shiny new
leather gadget bags and identical flash attachments the size of satellite dishes.This photograph,
purchased at a yard sale, first set Diane McLellan off on her investigative quest. Her curiosity
was piqued by its mysterious inscription. Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The ample margins of the
photograph displayed a random assortment of semi-decipherable notes. “Larry ‘Nuts’ Byrd” read
the large, flourishing signature at the bottom. Somebody named Al identified himself as “the city
boy from the country.” In the lower right corner was this message: “Hope you are in Cuba when I
spend honeymoon in N.Y.—A.E. Scott, Wash DC.”But it was the scribbled notation angled
across the upper left, with one word she could only guess at, that grabbed Diane and wouldn’t
let her go.Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder but who can tell. One of
those things. Pinehurst, N.C.The inscription on the picture of photographers taken during the
Davidson inquest in 1935 reads, “Trial of the [questioned?] Davidson story—It may be murder
but who can tell. One of those things. Pinehurst, N.C.” Courtesy of Diane McLellan.The Davidson
story? Murder? What was that all about? Unable to put that riddle out of her mind, Diane asked
around about who might be able to shed some light on it. A couple of people directed her toward
Khris Januzik at the Tufts Archives in the heart of Pinehurst, who knew where most of the
figurative bones were buried in the village. The archives, named for the resort’s founding family,
contained a wealth of documents and artifacts.Once Khris (who happened to be in her last day
on the job) had had a look at the stack of old photos, she was quickly able to identify many of the
people in them. But when she looked at the picture of the guys standing in front of the building
and read the inscription in the corner, she exclaimed, “Oh, my God! That’s the Elva Statler
Davidson case!”Khris then pulled her chair closer to Diane’s and began filling her in: “Have you
heard of the Statler hotel chain? Well, Elva was an adopted daughter of Ellsworth Statler. She
married Henry Bradley Davidson in January 1935, right after inheriting the better part of $1
million. On Valentine’s Day, about six weeks after their marriage, Elva got on a train from
Pinehurst to Boston and had her will changed, leaving all she had to Brad. Two weeks later, she
was found dead in her garage out here off Linden Road, alongside her 1934 Packard. It hit every
newspaper front page in the country. There was an inquest, but they never officially determined
what happened to her. It has been rumored that the Tufts family wanted this case buried. It was
the Depression, and the last thing their little resort needed was trouble. A lot of people thought
Brad did it—or at least played some kind of role in her death. But it was never solved.”Like most
contemporary residents of the Pinehurst area, Diane had never heard even a whisper about Elva
Statler Davidson or the lingering mystery of what happened to her on that cold morning in 1935.



But even in those early moments, with only a beat-up old photograph to go on, she thought she
knew.“Sounds like he did it, don’t you think?” she said. “He killed her. He had to have killed her
for the money.”“I don’t know if he did or not,” Khris said, standing up to signal that she had other
business to attend to. “Why don’t you see if you can find out?”Diane ended up spending years
doing just that. She pursued every possible aspect of the Davidson case down a seemingly
endless trail that led from courthouse basements to archive rooms in Washington, D.C., to a
dozen libraries and newspaper morgues up and down the eastern seaboard, to a couple of
distant cemeteries, to personal interviews with numerous aged witnesses or their descendants
and to dozens of websites. She amassed boxes and filing cabinets bulging with court
documents, diaries, newspaper clippings, photographs, maps, merchandise receipts, interview
notes, e-mail printouts and books ordered from eBay, each contributing some new element to
her meticulous reconstruction of the Davidson story in minute detail—all the way down to the
color of the panties Elva wore on her wedding day: peach.Along the way, Diane made the
acquaintance of the brilliant, colorful and sometimes cantankerous Mary Evelyn de Nissoff, who
had learned everything there was to know about Pinehurst in her decades of reporting for The
Pilot—not to mention a great many things that Pinehurst would rather not have known. And not
only that, but she had actually had a casual acquaintance with Elva Statler as a child. Tall and
angular and given to severely short haircuts and outrageously clunky, dangling earrings of pink
and aqua, Mary Evelyn also had a strong streak of the mystical and paranormal in her and
believed in ghosts and predestination. By the time the two of them showed up at my office, Mary
Evelyn had succeeded in infecting Diane with the notion that it may have been no accident that
that old picture of the photographers at the inquest had found its way into her hands and one
thing had led to another.“I think things are intended,” she later told me. “Somebody said
coincidence is God’s way of remaining anonymous. I think things have a pattern. I’ve found it to
be so. Why would Diane, from the middle of Squedunk or wherever she’s from—why would she
find this picture at a yard sale and feel like this girl was calling out to her to solve the mystery?
They say murder victims do not rest easily until the murderer is found. So I can see Elva pushing
to get this story out—to get people to really look into it and find out if she really was done wrong
by this guy.”Caught up in the “Elva Thing” myself, I, too, did quite a bit of independent snooping
into it and remained convinced that it was more than a newspaper feature story. Still, I never
knew quite what to do with it and, busy with my day job, found excuses to let it lie around for too
long. Then my friend Jim Dodson, three-time New York Times bestselling author and editor of
our sister publication, PineStraw magazine, persuaded me to do a cover story on it for him,
which he headlined “Death of a Pinehurst Princess.” The positive response from readers
ultimately got me off my backside and sparked the expansion of that article into this book.One
important note: Diane McLellan prefers to stay in the background (“it’s not about me, it’s about
her”), but it is she who single-handedly sparked the current revival of interest in the Davidson
case. The research materials she gathered so painstakingly lie behind the bulk of the content
presented here. Because she’s not comfortable being part of the story herself, the reader will



hear nothing more directly about Diane in this book. But she remains its sine qua non—“without
which, nothing.”CHAPTER 1Occurrence at Edgewood CottageShortly after 7:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 27, 1935, butler Emanuel Birch went to the front room of Edgewood
Cottage, parted a curtain and glanced outside. It was going to be a cold, sunny morning—
downright frigid for the normally temperate little inland resort colony of Pinehurst, North
Carolina.The diminutive Birch, a black man of indeterminate age whom everyone called
“Mannie,” expected to see an automobile sitting out there—the twelve-cylinder 1934 Packard
convertible roadster whose upkeep was his responsibility. But on this morning, the horseshoe
drive stood empty, except for a scattering of longleaf pine needles that had fallen onto the white
pea gravel.Birch’s newlywed employers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson, had come home
from a night of partying at who knew what hour. Normally they would leave the car in the
driveway. But they had the use of a garage at the back of the next-door neighbor’s house, and on
this night they apparently had decided to drive the Packard back there and put it away before
they and their houseguests came inside to sleep off their hangovers.After doing some routine
chores, the butler made his morning drive to the Pinehurst Post Office to check on the box the
Davidsons maintained there. It was well after 8:00 a.m. when he pulled back into the rear yard of
the leased “cottage,” really a ten-room mansion. He walked toward the porch with the frosty
grass crunching under his feet. As he stepped into the kitchen next to his servant’s quarters and
took off his jacket, the aroma of freshly brewed coffee greeted him. Pearl Watson, the cook and
maid, was girding for the descent of the white folks. As they waited, the two domestics
exchanged clucks of disapproval about the sometimes scandalous goings-on involving the
girlish mistress and older master of the house and their racy circle of friends, who acted as if this
were still the Jazz Age of the twenties instead of the Great Depression of the thirties.The usual
practice at Edgewood Cottage was for the two servants to awaken the residents and guests at
9:00 a.m. if they weren’t already up by then. As that hour approached, Birch helped Pearl start
breakfast. But he kept going to the window and looking out at the garage across the way. Was
the car there or not? What if Mrs. Davidson had taken one of her early morning drives and fallen
into some kind of trouble? In any case, if the car was there, he ought to see if it needed cleaning
up.Birch put his jacket back on, went outside and crossed to the garage. Arriving at the rightmost
of the three segmented wooden doors, he took hold of its steel handle and hefted it upward,
waiting as it completed its smooth course along the curved metal tracks and stopped overhead.
The twang of the vibrating springs faded to silence. The black Packard sat there against the right
wall, having been backed in. Birch took a step inside the dim building and reached up to begin
pulling the door closed behind him. Then, as the warm air inside started flowing out, it hit him in
the face: the powerful, stifling odor of trapped exhaust fumes.Birch coughed and covered his
mouth. He pushed the door back open again and stepped outside to take a few gasps of fresh,
cold air. Then, turning back toward the garage, he saw that the driver’s side door of the Packard
was open. And something was protruding from beneath it: a woman’s foot, wearing a house
slipper.“I was scared,” Birch would later recall. “But I walked over and looked. It was Mrs.



Davidson.”She was clad in a light wool sweater and skirt that didn’t seem warm enough for this
bitter weather. And what was she doing in that odd, contorted position, sprawled half in and half
out of the car, one knee on the running board, face downward, arms extended across the seat
and floorboard? Still coughing and covering his mouth, Birch stepped around the driver’s door—
glancing at the dashboard to notice that the ignition switch was still on though the engine had
stopped running—and tentatively approached his mistress. He knelt and placed his hand on her
shoulder, which still felt warm.“Mrs. Davidson, get up!” he cried, shaking her. But she didn’t
move.Curtis Campaigne and his wife, Edna, visitors from New Jersey, were still sound asleep in
the downstairs guest room of Edgewood Cottage at 9:00 a.m., so they never heard Birch’s
anguished cry at the door of Brad Davidson’s room upstairs: “My God, Mr. Davidson, Mrs.
Davidson is dead!” But they knew at once that they had a bad situation on their hands when the
maid, Pearl, came banging on their door seconds thereafter and jolted them awake with an
urgent notification: “Something has happened to Mrs. Davidson in the garage!”The Campaignes
followed the agitated Pearl through the house to the back door. There, Edna paused while Curtis
proceeded across the frosty backyard, half-walking and half-running as he approached the
three-car garage in the adjoining lot. Inside, he could dimly see the tall figure of Brad Davidson,
who had thrown on a pair of trousers and a sweater over his pajamas. He was standing with the
shorter Birch on the far side of the 1934 Packard, which sat parked with its chrome-emblazoned
front end facing the open sliding door, its shiny black finish emitting a sinister glint.As he walked
around the open driver’s side door, Campaigne saw it: the youthful, athletic body of Elva Statler
Davidson, motionless as a wax museum figure and wearing a brown sweater, wool skirt and
slippers, lying oddly crouched in the car’s doorway, half in and half out. She looked still and small
and alone, dwarfed by the massive car, her short-cropped, dark blonde head bowed in final
defeat.Brad Davidson knelt at his wife’s side, feeling for a pulse and finding none. There were no
funeral homes in Pinehurst, no ambulance services anywhere near. Brad had Pearl telephone
the house physician for the Carolina Hotel, Dr. M.W. Marr, who lived across Linden Road and
down a few houses. As Birch waited for him out by the street, Brad took hold of Elva’s body as if
intending to pick her up or make her more comfortable. But at that moment, Curtis Campaigne
blurted something out.“Don’t touch her!” he cried.Davidson looked up at him questioningly.
Campaigne explained that he had “read someplace that a body shouldn’t be touched under
such circumstances, if there was a chance of murder.”Murder? Who said anything about
murder? Ignoring Campaigne’s advice, Brad sat on the running board and cradled his wife’s
head in his lap. As they waited there, Campaigne asked the seemingly distraught Brad what he
thought had happened. He said he had no idea. The last time he had seen his wife, he said, was
when they parted sometime before 5:00 a.m., more than four hours previously. The last words
she spoke, he said, were, “Goodnight, darling.”When Dr. Marr finally arrived at Edgewood
Cottage, carrying his black bag and not even having bothered to dress fully, he was quickly
escorted back to the garage. There was no time for even subdued handshakes. He got right to
his grim work.As the others looked on anxiously, Marr knelt there amid the tools and garden



implements, applied his stethoscope and lifted a half-closed eyelid to check on Elva’s reflex
responses. He took only a minute to ascertain that, alas, it was too late for him or any other
person on earth to do any good. No heartbeat, no breath. Elva Davidson was quite dead.
Though he thought the fit young body had begun displaying the first signs of rigor mortis, he was
surprised at how warm it still felt. The coloration of the face, which Dr. Marr described as
markedly “flushed,” provided him with a broad hint as to the cause of death. Still, whether acting
on the off chance that the girl could be revived or going through the motions in an effort to make
her distraught husband and friends feel that something was being done, Dr. Marr stood up.“Let’s
get her to the hospital,” he ordered.Brad Davidson, with assistance from Curtis Campaigne and
Birch, wrapped Elva in a blanket, picked her up and laid her as gently as possible in the
cramped back seat of the low-slung Packard. Her body, weighing about 130 pounds, was all
dead weight, still awkwardly limp even if it was just beginning to stiffen. Then Brad, with
Campaigne sitting next to him in the shotgun seat, pulled out onto McKenzie Road, drove up to
Linden Road, turned right and stepped on the gas. Dr. Marr followed in his own car.The new
Moore County Hospital, a source of great community pride, stood three miles away on the other
side of town. It fronted on Page Road, named for the family of the man who had sold the logged-
over land that would become Pinehurst to James Walker Tufts in 1895. The route taken by the
little two-vehicle emergency convoy, skirting the village on the south, took less than five minutes.
The men got help conveying Elva to an examining room inside the hospital, where Dr. Marr and
two attendants, using a respirator, began trying to revive her. They gamely continued to press
their futile effort for nearly two hours before the doctor finally gave up and officially declared his
patient deceased at 11:20 a.m.Scarcely twelve hours earlier, Elva Statler Davidson, bride of a
few weeks, superb athlete, hotel heiress and society darling, had been hobnobbing with other
socialites at a fancy charity dinner to benefit this very hospital. Now she lay cold and lifeless in
one of its rooms.As mysterious as the circumstances leading to her death that morning were
several curious details that Dr. Marr and his assistants discovered: her body bore a number of
bruises, some of them evidently fresh. Despite the raw February morning, she had been dressed
inappropriately for a cold snap, wearing a sweater and a mismatched skirt that seemed way too
big for her—so much so, it was later said, that if she had stood up, it might have fallen off. Rolled
up in the hem of the sweater were a tube of lipstick, several golf tees and about thirteen dollars
in cash. And, perhaps strangest of all, she wore no undergarments.CHAPTER 1Occurrence at
Edgewood CottageShortly after 7:30 a.m. on Wednesday, February 27, 1935, butler Emanuel
Birch went to the front room of Edgewood Cottage, parted a curtain and glanced outside. It was
going to be a cold, sunny morning—downright frigid for the normally temperate little inland resort
colony of Pinehurst, North Carolina.The diminutive Birch, a black man of indeterminate age
whom everyone called “Mannie,” expected to see an automobile sitting out there—the twelve-
cylinder 1934 Packard convertible roadster whose upkeep was his responsibility. But on this
morning, the horseshoe drive stood empty, except for a scattering of longleaf pine needles that
had fallen onto the white pea gravel.Birch’s newlywed employers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bradley



Davidson, had come home from a night of partying at who knew what hour. Normally they would
leave the car in the driveway. But they had the use of a garage at the back of the next-door
neighbor’s house, and on this night they apparently had decided to drive the Packard back there
and put it away before they and their houseguests came inside to sleep off their hangovers.After
doing some routine chores, the butler made his morning drive to the Pinehurst Post Office to
check on the box the Davidsons maintained there. It was well after 8:00 a.m. when he pulled
back into the rear yard of the leased “cottage,” really a ten-room mansion. He walked toward the
porch with the frosty grass crunching under his feet. As he stepped into the kitchen next to his
servant’s quarters and took off his jacket, the aroma of freshly brewed coffee greeted him. Pearl
Watson, the cook and maid, was girding for the descent of the white folks. As they waited, the
two domestics exchanged clucks of disapproval about the sometimes scandalous goings-on
involving the girlish mistress and older master of the house and their racy circle of friends, who
acted as if this were still the Jazz Age of the twenties instead of the Great Depression of the
thirties.The usual practice at Edgewood Cottage was for the two servants to awaken the
residents and guests at 9:00 a.m. if they weren’t already up by then. As that hour approached,
Birch helped Pearl start breakfast. But he kept going to the window and looking out at the garage
across the way. Was the car there or not? What if Mrs. Davidson had taken one of her early
morning drives and fallen into some kind of trouble? In any case, if the car was there, he ought to
see if it needed cleaning up.Birch put his jacket back on, went outside and crossed to the
garage. Arriving at the rightmost of the three segmented wooden doors, he took hold of its steel
handle and hefted it upward, waiting as it completed its smooth course along the curved metal
tracks and stopped overhead. The twang of the vibrating springs faded to silence. The black
Packard sat there against the right wall, having been backed in. Birch took a step inside the dim
building and reached up to begin pulling the door closed behind him. Then, as the warm air
inside started flowing out, it hit him in the face: the powerful, stifling odor of trapped exhaust
fumes.Birch coughed and covered his mouth. He pushed the door back open again and stepped
outside to take a few gasps of fresh, cold air. Then, turning back toward the garage, he saw that
the driver’s side door of the Packard was open. And something was protruding from beneath it: a
woman’s foot, wearing a house slipper.“I was scared,” Birch would later recall. “But I walked over
and looked. It was Mrs. Davidson.”She was clad in a light wool sweater and skirt that didn’t seem
warm enough for this bitter weather. And what was she doing in that odd, contorted position,
sprawled half in and half out of the car, one knee on the running board, face downward, arms
extended across the seat and floorboard? Still coughing and covering his mouth, Birch stepped
around the driver’s door—glancing at the dashboard to notice that the ignition switch was still on
though the engine had stopped running—and tentatively approached his mistress. He knelt and
placed his hand on her shoulder, which still felt warm.“Mrs. Davidson, get up!” he cried, shaking
her. But she didn’t move.Curtis Campaigne and his wife, Edna, visitors from New Jersey, were
still sound asleep in the downstairs guest room of Edgewood Cottage at 9:00 a.m., so they never
heard Birch’s anguished cry at the door of Brad Davidson’s room upstairs: “My God, Mr.



Davidson, Mrs. Davidson is dead!” But they knew at once that they had a bad situation on their
hands when the maid, Pearl, came banging on their door seconds thereafter and jolted them
awake with an urgent notification: “Something has happened to Mrs. Davidson in the
garage!”The Campaignes followed the agitated Pearl through the house to the back door. There,
Edna paused while Curtis proceeded across the frosty backyard, half-walking and half-running
as he approached the three-car garage in the adjoining lot. Inside, he could dimly see the tall
figure of Brad Davidson, who had thrown on a pair of trousers and a sweater over his pajamas.
He was standing with the shorter Birch on the far side of the 1934 Packard, which sat parked
with its chrome-emblazoned front end facing the open sliding door, its shiny black finish emitting
a sinister glint.As he walked around the open driver’s side door, Campaigne saw it: the youthful,
athletic body of Elva Statler Davidson, motionless as a wax museum figure and wearing a brown
sweater, wool skirt and slippers, lying oddly crouched in the car’s doorway, half in and half out.
She looked still and small and alone, dwarfed by the massive car, her short-cropped, dark
blonde head bowed in final defeat.Brad Davidson knelt at his wife’s side, feeling for a pulse and
finding none. There were no funeral homes in Pinehurst, no ambulance services anywhere near.
Brad had Pearl telephone the house physician for the Carolina Hotel, Dr. M.W. Marr, who lived
across Linden Road and down a few houses. As Birch waited for him out by the street, Brad took
hold of Elva’s body as if intending to pick her up or make her more comfortable. But at that
moment, Curtis Campaigne blurted something out.“Don’t touch her!” he cried.Davidson looked
up at him questioningly. Campaigne explained that he had “read someplace that a body
shouldn’t be touched under such circumstances, if there was a chance of murder.”Murder? Who
said anything about murder? Ignoring Campaigne’s advice, Brad sat on the running board and
cradled his wife’s head in his lap. As they waited there, Campaigne asked the seemingly
distraught Brad what he thought had happened. He said he had no idea. The last time he had
seen his wife, he said, was when they parted sometime before 5:00 a.m., more than four hours
previously. The last words she spoke, he said, were, “Goodnight, darling.”When Dr. Marr finally
arrived at Edgewood Cottage, carrying his black bag and not even having bothered to dress
fully, he was quickly escorted back to the garage. There was no time for even subdued
handshakes. He got right to his grim work.As the others looked on anxiously, Marr knelt there
amid the tools and garden implements, applied his stethoscope and lifted a half-closed eyelid to
check on Elva’s reflex responses. He took only a minute to ascertain that, alas, it was too late for
him or any other person on earth to do any good. No heartbeat, no breath. Elva Davidson was
quite dead. Though he thought the fit young body had begun displaying the first signs of rigor
mortis, he was surprised at how warm it still felt. The coloration of the face, which Dr. Marr
described as markedly “flushed,” provided him with a broad hint as to the cause of death. Still,
whether acting on the off chance that the girl could be revived or going through the motions in an
effort to make her distraught husband and friends feel that something was being done, Dr. Marr
stood up.“Let’s get her to the hospital,” he ordered.Brad Davidson, with assistance from Curtis
Campaigne and Birch, wrapped Elva in a blanket, picked her up and laid her as gently as



possible in the cramped back seat of the low-slung Packard. Her body, weighing about 130
pounds, was all dead weight, still awkwardly limp even if it was just beginning to stiffen. Then
Brad, with Campaigne sitting next to him in the shotgun seat, pulled out onto McKenzie Road,
drove up to Linden Road, turned right and stepped on the gas. Dr. Marr followed in his own
car.The new Moore County Hospital, a source of great community pride, stood three miles away
on the other side of town. It fronted on Page Road, named for the family of the man who had sold
the logged-over land that would become Pinehurst to James Walker Tufts in 1895. The route
taken by the little two-vehicle emergency convoy, skirting the village on the south, took less than
five minutes. The men got help conveying Elva to an examining room inside the hospital, where
Dr. Marr and two attendants, using a respirator, began trying to revive her. They gamely
continued to press their futile effort for nearly two hours before the doctor finally gave up and
officially declared his patient deceased at 11:20 a.m.Scarcely twelve hours earlier, Elva Statler
Davidson, bride of a few weeks, superb athlete, hotel heiress and society darling, had been
hobnobbing with other socialites at a fancy charity dinner to benefit this very hospital. Now she
lay cold and lifeless in one of its rooms.As mysterious as the circumstances leading to her death
that morning were several curious details that Dr. Marr and his assistants discovered: her body
bore a number of bruises, some of them evidently fresh. Despite the raw February morning, she
had been dressed inappropriately for a cold snap, wearing a sweater and a mismatched skirt
that seemed way too big for her—so much so, it was later said, that if she had stood up, it might
have fallen off. Rolled up in the hem of the sweater were a tube of lipstick, several golf tees and
about thirteen dollars in cash. And, perhaps strangest of all, she wore no
undergarments.CHAPTER 1Occurrence at Edgewood CottageShortly after 7:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 27, 1935, butler Emanuel Birch went to the front room of Edgewood
Cottage, parted a curtain and glanced outside. It was going to be a cold, sunny morning—
downright frigid for the normally temperate little inland resort colony of Pinehurst, North
Carolina.The diminutive Birch, a black man of indeterminate age whom everyone called
“Mannie,” expected to see an automobile sitting out there—the twelve-cylinder 1934 Packard
convertible roadster whose upkeep was his responsibility. But on this morning, the horseshoe
drive stood empty, except for a scattering of longleaf pine needles that had fallen onto the white
pea gravel.Birch’s newlywed employers, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson, had come home
from a night of partying at who knew what hour. Normally they would leave the car in the
driveway. But they had the use of a garage at the back of the next-door neighbor’s house, and on
this night they apparently had decided to drive the Packard back there and put it away before
they and their houseguests came inside to sleep off their hangovers.After doing some routine
chores, the butler made his morning drive to the Pinehurst Post Office to check on the box the
Davidsons maintained there. It was well after 8:00 a.m. when he pulled back into the rear yard of
the leased “cottage,” really a ten-room mansion. He walked toward the porch with the frosty
grass crunching under his feet. As he stepped into the kitchen next to his servant’s quarters and
took off his jacket, the aroma of freshly brewed coffee greeted him. Pearl Watson, the cook and



maid, was girding for the descent of the white folks. As they waited, the two domestics
exchanged clucks of disapproval about the sometimes scandalous goings-on involving the
girlish mistress and older master of the house and their racy circle of friends, who acted as if this
were still the Jazz Age of the twenties instead of the Great Depression of the thirties.The usual
practice at Edgewood Cottage was for the two servants to awaken the residents and guests at
9:00 a.m. if they weren’t already up by then. As that hour approached, Birch helped Pearl start
breakfast. But he kept going to the window and looking out at the garage across the way. Was
the car there or not? What if Mrs. Davidson had taken one of her early morning drives and fallen
into some kind of trouble? In any case, if the car was there, he ought to see if it needed cleaning
up.Birch put his jacket back on, went outside and crossed to the garage. Arriving at the rightmost
of the three segmented wooden doors, he took hold of its steel handle and hefted it upward,
waiting as it completed its smooth course along the curved metal tracks and stopped overhead.
The twang of the vibrating springs faded to silence. The black Packard sat there against the right
wall, having been backed in. Birch took a step inside the dim building and reached up to begin
pulling the door closed behind him. Then, as the warm air inside started flowing out, it hit him in
the face: the powerful, stifling odor of trapped exhaust fumes.Birch coughed and covered his
mouth. He pushed the door back open again and stepped outside to take a few gasps of fresh,
cold air. Then, turning back toward the garage, he saw that the driver’s side door of the Packard
was open. And something was protruding from beneath it: a woman’s foot, wearing a house
slipper.“I was scared,” Birch would later recall. “But I walked over and looked. It was Mrs.
Davidson.”She was clad in a light wool sweater and skirt that didn’t seem warm enough for this
bitter weather. And what was she doing in that odd, contorted position, sprawled half in and half
out of the car, one knee on the running board, face downward, arms extended across the seat
and floorboard? Still coughing and covering his mouth, Birch stepped around the driver’s door—
glancing at the dashboard to notice that the ignition switch was still on though the engine had
stopped running—and tentatively approached his mistress. He knelt and placed his hand on her
shoulder, which still felt warm.“Mrs. Davidson, get up!” he cried, shaking her. But she didn’t
move.Curtis Campaigne and his wife, Edna, visitors from New Jersey, were still sound asleep in
the downstairs guest room of Edgewood Cottage at 9:00 a.m., so they never heard Birch’s
anguished cry at the door of Brad Davidson’s room upstairs: “My God, Mr. Davidson, Mrs.
Davidson is dead!” But they knew at once that they had a bad situation on their hands when the
maid, Pearl, came banging on their door seconds thereafter and jolted them awake with an
urgent notification: “Something has happened to Mrs. Davidson in the garage!”The Campaignes
followed the agitated Pearl through the house to the back door. There, Edna paused while Curtis
proceeded across the frosty backyard, half-walking and half-running as he approached the
three-car garage in the adjoining lot. Inside, he could dimly see the tall figure of Brad Davidson,
who had thrown on a pair of trousers and a sweater over his pajamas. He was standing with the
shorter Birch on the far side of the 1934 Packard, which sat parked with its chrome-emblazoned
front end facing the open sliding door, its shiny black finish emitting a sinister glint.As he walked



around the open driver’s side door, Campaigne saw it: the youthful, athletic body of Elva Statler
Davidson, motionless as a wax museum figure and wearing a brown sweater, wool skirt and
slippers, lying oddly crouched in the car’s doorway, half in and half out. She looked still and small
and alone, dwarfed by the massive car, her short-cropped, dark blonde head bowed in final
defeat.Brad Davidson knelt at his wife’s side, feeling for a pulse and finding none. There were no
funeral homes in Pinehurst, no ambulance services anywhere near. Brad had Pearl telephone
the house physician for the Carolina Hotel, Dr. M.W. Marr, who lived across Linden Road and
down a few houses. As Birch waited for him out by the street, Brad took hold of Elva’s body as if
intending to pick her up or make her more comfortable. But at that moment, Curtis Campaigne
blurted something out.“Don’t touch her!” he cried.Davidson looked up at him questioningly.
Campaigne explained that he had “read someplace that a body shouldn’t be touched under
such circumstances, if there was a chance of murder.”Murder? Who said anything about
murder? Ignoring Campaigne’s advice, Brad sat on the running board and cradled his wife’s
head in his lap. As they waited there, Campaigne asked the seemingly distraught Brad what he
thought had happened. He said he had no idea. The last time he had seen his wife, he said, was
when they parted sometime before 5:00 a.m., more than four hours previously. The last words
she spoke, he said, were, “Goodnight, darling.”When Dr. Marr finally arrived at Edgewood
Cottage, carrying his black bag and not even having bothered to dress fully, he was quickly
escorted back to the garage. There was no time for even subdued handshakes. He got right to
his grim work.As the others looked on anxiously, Marr knelt there amid the tools and garden
implements, applied his stethoscope and lifted a half-closed eyelid to check on Elva’s reflex
responses. He took only a minute to ascertain that, alas, it was too late for him or any other
person on earth to do any good. No heartbeat, no breath. Elva Davidson was quite dead.
Though he thought the fit young body had begun displaying the first signs of rigor mortis, he was
surprised at how warm it still felt. The coloration of the face, which Dr. Marr described as
markedly “flushed,” provided him with a broad hint as to the cause of death. Still, whether acting
on the off chance that the girl could be revived or going through the motions in an effort to make
her distraught husband and friends feel that something was being done, Dr. Marr stood up.“Let’s
get her to the hospital,” he ordered.Brad Davidson, with assistance from Curtis Campaigne and
Birch, wrapped Elva in a blanket, picked her up and laid her as gently as possible in the
cramped back seat of the low-slung Packard. Her body, weighing about 130 pounds, was all
dead weight, still awkwardly limp even if it was just beginning to stiffen. Then Brad, with
Campaigne sitting next to him in the shotgun seat, pulled out onto McKenzie Road, drove up to
Linden Road, turned right and stepped on the gas. Dr. Marr followed in his own car.The new
Moore County Hospital, a source of great community pride, stood three miles away on the other
side of town. It fronted on Page Road, named for the family of the man who had sold the logged-
over land that would become Pinehurst to James Walker Tufts in 1895. The route taken by the
little two-vehicle emergency convoy, skirting the village on the south, took less than five minutes.
The men got help conveying Elva to an examining room inside the hospital, where Dr. Marr and



two attendants, using a respirator, began trying to revive her. They gamely continued to press
their futile effort for nearly two hours before the doctor finally gave up and officially declared his
patient deceased at 11:20 a.m.Scarcely twelve hours earlier, Elva Statler Davidson, bride of a
few weeks, superb athlete, hotel heiress and society darling, had been hobnobbing with other
socialites at a fancy charity dinner to benefit this very hospital. Now she lay cold and lifeless in
one of its rooms.As mysterious as the circumstances leading to her death that morning were
several curious details that Dr. Marr and his assistants discovered: her body bore a number of
bruises, some of them evidently fresh. Despite the raw February morning, she had been dressed
inappropriately for a cold snap, wearing a sweater and a mismatched skirt that seemed way too
big for her—so much so, it was later said, that if she had stood up, it might have fallen off. Rolled
up in the hem of the sweater were a tube of lipstick, several golf tees and about thirteen dollars
in cash. And, perhaps strangest of all, she wore no undergarments.CHAPTER 2A Melancholy
Gypsy TuneThe news raced along the village grapevine like fire along a fuse. By noon, almost
everyone in the close-knit winter colony knew what had happened at Edgewood Cottage out on
the corner of Linden Road and McKenzie. At that early point, many of the gossipers were
attaching the “s” word to it: suicide. Locking oneself in a garage and turning on the engine had,
after all, become a standard way of ending it all in the three decades since the advent of the
automobile.“A horrible day,” Hemmie Tufts, granddaughter-in-law of Pinehurst founder James
Walker Tufts and the friend who had introduced Brad and Elva just a year earlier, wrote in her
diary. “Got word Elva had attempted suicide. Then Allie [Hemmie’s sister-in-law, Allie Vail] came
in with the news that Elva was dead. Carbon monoxide. It all seemed so horrible after being
together just last nite…We went to movies for escape. ‘All the King’s Horses.’ Took a walk alone.
Couldn’t talk about it…All is so horrible and unreal…Deadly sorry for Brad.”But some thoughtful
residents had doubted from the beginning that a troubled Elva Statler Davidson had simply
gassed herself and that was the end of the story. For one thing, there was the question of motive.
“What people in Pinehurst’s winter playground of the rich cannot understand,” a United Press
correspondent later wrote, “is why Mrs. Davidson should want to take her life. Outwardly, she had
everything to live for: beauty, youth, wealth, social position and a husband who is a member of a
prominent Washington family.”And then there were the nagging questions raised by the bits and
pieces of evidence that had so far surfaced. No matter how you looked at them, they didn’t seem
to add up to a story that made a lot of sense. Whether or not there was going to be a trial, as
such, this was clearly not going to be a cursory examination that would go away quickly—
especially given the prominent cast of characters.Of all the mysteries hovering around the case
of Elva Statler Davidson, none was so puzzling as the inexplicable, illogical position in which her
body was found. At this early stage of discussion, every plausible explanation—suicide, murder
or accident—seemed to leave a big question or two unanswered.Suicide: If a despondent young
woman were determined to kill herself with carbon monoxide inside a closed garage, surely she
would sit down comfortably behind the wheel, start the engine and lean back to let the gas do its
work. As a poor second alternative, she might go sit or lie near the tailpipe in hopes of getting a



quicker, more potent dose.Murder: On the other hand, if someone else were intent on murdering
a young lady and making it look like suicide, wouldn’t he take care to place her body
(presumably already dead or incapacitated through other means) behind the wheel? Surely the
last thing he would do is to dump her in a pile sure to arouse suspicion and then go
away.Accident: First of all, it was hard to imagine, under the circumstances that prevailed in this
case, and considering how long it takes a lethal dose of monoxide to build up, how a fit young
woman could possibly end up dying by accident in that garage, which had plenty of windows
that could be broken out. And even if she had, was it likely she would end up being huddled how
and where she was found?As described by that small group of heartsick and helpless witnesses
who had seen her, the position almost sounded like that of one who had collapsed while
climbing uphill on hands and knees. Or backing downhill. “If you were stepping out of a car
backward and suddenly fainted,” a shaken Edna Campaigne told others in attempting to imagine
a scenario that would somehow fit the awful thing she had seen that morning, “that would be the
position her body was in.”An anonymous correspondent who filed an Associated Press story on
that first day seemed to lean toward the theory that Elva, known to suffer from insomnia, had
taken an early morning drive and then somehow died accidentally while preparing for a trip to
the golf course. But why would a young woman choose to take a drive or play a round of golf
while wearing house slippers, somebody else’s ill-fitting skirt and no hat, panties, girdle,
brassiere, camisole or stockings?One of those harboring early misgivings about the case was
Moore County sheriff Charles McDonald.Described as “a squared-away guy,” he had one of
North Carolina’s most expansive counties (at more than seven hundred square miles, half the
size of Rhode Island) to look after. And Pinehurst, an unincorporated village—really more of a
company town—with no police department and no crime to speak of, was part of the sheriff’s
beat. The village had a lone constable, a man named Deese, but he seems to have bowed out
early and left the investigation up to the high sheriff.McDonald himself took his own sweet time
picking up on the gravity of what had happened. It was 10:00 a.m. on that first day—while Dr.
Marr was still working in vain to bring some life back to the body—when somebody called the
sheriff’s office in Carthage with the news of “a lady dead at the hospital.” McDonald didn’t arrive
in Pinehurst (twelve miles away) until 11:30 a.m. The hospital called again at noon, only to find
that the sheriff had gone off to his weekly Kiwanis Club lunch.McDonald still had a toothpick in
the corner of his mouth when he finally walked into the hospital a little after 1:00 p.m., but he
quickly got down to business. He might have been a country boy, but he knew right away that he
had a big case on his beat, and it didn’t take him much longer to recognize that certain pieces of
the puzzle didn’t fit together quite right. He made sure that another man became involved in the
investigation from the start: Acting Coroner Hugh Kelly. (Coroner Carl Fry was out of town.)
McDonald and Kelly paid their first visit to Edgewood Cottage between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.
Neither had ever handled a case quite like this before, and they improvised as they went
along.First of all, they wanted to find out more about what had happened the previous night,
most of which the Davidsons and their friends had partied away.The first party that the group



had gone to after putting on their tuxes and evening gowns was the premier local social event of
the year: the annual Hospital Ball at Pinehurst Country Club.“Everything that can be done to
make a party a roaring success has been done by the finance committee of the hospital
auxiliary, which is sponsoring the Charity Ball on February 26,” The Pilot had reported a few days
before the event. “Fred Kibler’s Casa Nova orchestra will play, and we all know what excellent
dance music that is.”Mr. and Mrs. Herb Vail, close friends of the Davidsons, weren’t just
attending the dance. They were part of the entertainment. “At intervals during the evening,” the
paper reported, “the Casa Novas will be relieved by the local amateur orchestra known
delicately as the ‘B.O.’s,’ consisting of Mrs. Herbert Vail, Herbert Vail, Bob Page, John Leland
and Liv Biddle…The dancing will take place in the regular ballroom. Specialty acts and stunts
have been arranged to entertain between dances.”Herb Vail had become part of the Tufts family
when his sister, Allie Vail, a good-looking, dark-haired horsewoman and tournament-class tennis
player, married Richard S. Tufts, grandson of patriarch James Walker Tufts and son of Leonard
Tufts, president of Pinehurst Inc. Herb and Minnie could always be counted on to be the life of
any party.Lots was going on that night. “Mrs. Myron Marr [wife of Dr. Marr, who would have his
hands full in a few hours] and Mrs. Percy Thomson will be in charge of a ‘take a chance’ booth,
where the customers may win a small fortune or lose their shirts,” the paper advised. “Donald
Sherrerd will act as official barker to lure suckers in!…Tickets for this gay three-ring circus are
$5.00 for a couple and $3.00 for a single person.”So a good time would be had by all at the
charity ball. Or almost all. There was one notable exception: Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson. She
was not having any fun at all. And she continued to be a party pooper all night, try though the
others might to cheer her up and make her get with the program. Nothing seemed to go right in
that regard. Local artists had contributed “posters of various kinds, amusing, decorative and
even sketches of local celebrities,” which could be bought at auction. They were described as
“just what you’ve been looking for to liven up some particular corner of a room that has never
looked just right.” So Elva bought one of them, but Brad had been overheard harshly
disapproving of her purchase in mock playful fashion, rebuking her in front of others and
plunging her even deeper into her apparent despair.Not even the strolling accordionist who had
been engaged to wander among the seated guests, “playing any tune anybody asks for,” did
anything to improve Elva’s spirits. In fact, he later made things even worse.Montesanti’s
Spaghetti Camp was a roadhouse located near a creek bottom off the old Morganton Road,
which wound a kind of back route between Pinehurst and Southern Pines. The “camp” was really
just an Italian restaurant housed in a rambling, wooden structure that looked as if it might have
evolved section by section as a one-story wing was added on to an early two-story farmhouse. It
had once served as a hunting lodge. There was an ancient stone chimney and weathered
wooden siding that appeared never to have felt the touch of a paintbrush.The building housing
Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp, where the Davidsons and friends dined in the wee hours of the
morning of her death, stood on land that is now part of the Lawn and Tennis Club. Courtesy of
the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.Angelo Montesanti had brought his tribe to Moore County in 1912.



Besides running the camp on the side, Angelo was the chef at the Highland Pines Inn during
“the season.” In the summer, when Pinehurst mostly shut down, the family traveled to Charleroix,
Michigan, to work at a sister inn. The casually inviting spaghetti camp was a popular spot with
the fast Pinehurst crowd, which admittedly didn’t have a wide array of choices for evening
entertainment. The central village had always been known for rolling the sidewalks up and
storing them away at 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.Angelo was sound asleep when someone came pounding
on his locked door and demanding service sometime between 2:00 and 2:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, February 27. He looked out into the yard to see a party of eighteen people, some
yawning and a little unsteady on their feet, climbing out of a convoy of snazzy automobiles. The
women wore rumpled evening gowns, the men tuxedos with their ties loosened. They had just
come from the charity ball at the Pinehurst Country Club, they informed the proprietor, and they
were starving.Whether welcoming an opportunity to live up to his own advertising slogan,
“Where Hospitality Rules,” or (more likely) responding to the promise or expectation that this
bunch of rich playboys and party girls would make this wee-hours imposition more than worth
his while, Angelo complied and invited the gang of impromptu guests in. Soon he was turning up
the lights, firing up the stoves and waking up the help.As he interviewed spaghetti camp
employees in the harsh light of that same day, Sheriff McDonald quickly zeroed in on one
witness: a waiter named John Nostragiacomio, whom newspapers later would invariably
describe as “bushy-haired.”The thing that struck him, the waiter said, was that while seventeen
of the guests who had barged in were having a good time around the pulled-together tables, one
of them most clearly was not: Elva Statler Davidson. “Everybody in the party except Mrs.
Davidson was laughing and having fun,” he said. “She sat at the head of the table, and her
husband sat several chairs away from her. They had brought a harmonica player with them from
the dance at the Country Club, and there was some music.”Nostragiacomio was wrong about
the “harmonica” player. The musician was the aforementioned strolling accordion player, one
Carlo Restivo, who had been brought along from the ball. But the waiter was certain of one thing:
he didn’t see Elva Davidson smile once during her stay at his establishment. “Her eyes were
wet,” he said, “and she finally began to cry. She cried very hard.”The bitter weeping continued for
a long time, Nostragiacomio told investigators. He would notice it each time he brought another
plate of steaming pasta, basket of crisp garlic toast or bowl of salad to the table.The waiter also
made a point of saying that he had not noticed Mrs. Davidson’s husband making any attempt at
all to comfort or console her. Rather, he seemed cold and remote, largely ignoring his
conspicuously distraught bride as he talked, laughed and danced with others. Though not
everyone who had been at Montesanti’s could swear that they had seen Elva crying, and no one
saw her quarreling with her husband at that stage, several friends recalled that she had “feigned
gaiety but seemed depressed,” both at the charity ball and later at the spaghetti house.Interior of
Montesanti’s. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.When the accordionist stopped near
Elva, she requested a song. But when he played it, his fingers racing like spiders across the
black and white keys, it only made Elva sob louder. The song that so affected her was described



only as “a melancholy Gypsy tune.”The winter’s dawn was less than three hours away when the
members of the party, suspended somewhere between intoxication and hangover, finally paid
their bills and tips, toddled out into Montesanti’s sandy parking lot, bid each other adieu, slipped
into their cold car seats and departed in their separate ways with their minds on a good day’s
sleep. At that point, several in the party agreed, tears were still welling in Elva’s eyes.Sheriff
McDonald and Coroner Kelly had heard more than enough. Here they had a wealthy young
woman who displayed signs that something was deeply troubling her at a couple of parties. Her
husband of seven weeks turned his back on her. Back home, there was an oddly extended, wee-
hours quarrel between the two of them about who would park the car. Hours later, she was found
dead amid highly peculiar circumstances. The doctor who examined her body told of bruises
and baffling attire or lack thereof. A husband/beneficiary who stood to become instantly wealthy
as a result of his new wife’s death seemed to have some explaining to do on several
points.CHAPTER 2A Melancholy Gypsy TuneThe news raced along the village grapevine like
fire along a fuse. By noon, almost everyone in the close-knit winter colony knew what had
happened at Edgewood Cottage out on the corner of Linden Road and McKenzie. At that early
point, many of the gossipers were attaching the “s” word to it: suicide. Locking oneself in a
garage and turning on the engine had, after all, become a standard way of ending it all in the
three decades since the advent of the automobile.“A horrible day,” Hemmie Tufts, granddaughter-
in-law of Pinehurst founder James Walker Tufts and the friend who had introduced Brad and
Elva just a year earlier, wrote in her diary. “Got word Elva had attempted suicide. Then Allie
[Hemmie’s sister-in-law, Allie Vail] came in with the news that Elva was dead. Carbon monoxide.
It all seemed so horrible after being together just last nite…We went to movies for escape. ‘All
the King’s Horses.’ Took a walk alone. Couldn’t talk about it…All is so horrible and unreal…
Deadly sorry for Brad.”But some thoughtful residents had doubted from the beginning that a
troubled Elva Statler Davidson had simply gassed herself and that was the end of the story. For
one thing, there was the question of motive. “What people in Pinehurst’s winter playground of the
rich cannot understand,” a United Press correspondent later wrote, “is why Mrs. Davidson should
want to take her life. Outwardly, she had everything to live for: beauty, youth, wealth, social
position and a husband who is a member of a prominent Washington family.”And then there
were the nagging questions raised by the bits and pieces of evidence that had so far surfaced.
No matter how you looked at them, they didn’t seem to add up to a story that made a lot of
sense. Whether or not there was going to be a trial, as such, this was clearly not going to be a
cursory examination that would go away quickly—especially given the prominent cast of
characters.Of all the mysteries hovering around the case of Elva Statler Davidson, none was so
puzzling as the inexplicable, illogical position in which her body was found. At this early stage of
discussion, every plausible explanation—suicide, murder or accident—seemed to leave a big
question or two unanswered.Suicide: If a despondent young woman were determined to kill
herself with carbon monoxide inside a closed garage, surely she would sit down comfortably
behind the wheel, start the engine and lean back to let the gas do its work. As a poor second



alternative, she might go sit or lie near the tailpipe in hopes of getting a quicker, more potent
dose.Murder: On the other hand, if someone else were intent on murdering a young lady and
making it look like suicide, wouldn’t he take care to place her body (presumably already dead or
incapacitated through other means) behind the wheel? Surely the last thing he would do is to
dump her in a pile sure to arouse suspicion and then go away.Accident: First of all, it was hard to
imagine, under the circumstances that prevailed in this case, and considering how long it takes a
lethal dose of monoxide to build up, how a fit young woman could possibly end up dying by
accident in that garage, which had plenty of windows that could be broken out. And even if she
had, was it likely she would end up being huddled how and where she was found?As described
by that small group of heartsick and helpless witnesses who had seen her, the position almost
sounded like that of one who had collapsed while climbing uphill on hands and knees. Or
backing downhill. “If you were stepping out of a car backward and suddenly fainted,” a shaken
Edna Campaigne told others in attempting to imagine a scenario that would somehow fit the
awful thing she had seen that morning, “that would be the position her body was in.”An
anonymous correspondent who filed an Associated Press story on that first day seemed to lean
toward the theory that Elva, known to suffer from insomnia, had taken an early morning drive and
then somehow died accidentally while preparing for a trip to the golf course. But why would a
young woman choose to take a drive or play a round of golf while wearing house slippers,
somebody else’s ill-fitting skirt and no hat, panties, girdle, brassiere, camisole or stockings?One
of those harboring early misgivings about the case was Moore County sheriff Charles
McDonald.Described as “a squared-away guy,” he had one of North Carolina’s most expansive
counties (at more than seven hundred square miles, half the size of Rhode Island) to look after.
And Pinehurst, an unincorporated village—really more of a company town—with no police
department and no crime to speak of, was part of the sheriff’s beat. The village had a lone
constable, a man named Deese, but he seems to have bowed out early and left the investigation
up to the high sheriff.McDonald himself took his own sweet time picking up on the gravity of what
had happened. It was 10:00 a.m. on that first day—while Dr. Marr was still working in vain to
bring some life back to the body—when somebody called the sheriff’s office in Carthage with the
news of “a lady dead at the hospital.” McDonald didn’t arrive in Pinehurst (twelve miles away)
until 11:30 a.m. The hospital called again at noon, only to find that the sheriff had gone off to his
weekly Kiwanis Club lunch.McDonald still had a toothpick in the corner of his mouth when he
finally walked into the hospital a little after 1:00 p.m., but he quickly got down to business. He
might have been a country boy, but he knew right away that he had a big case on his beat, and it
didn’t take him much longer to recognize that certain pieces of the puzzle didn’t fit together quite
right. He made sure that another man became involved in the investigation from the start: Acting
Coroner Hugh Kelly. (Coroner Carl Fry was out of town.) McDonald and Kelly paid their first visit
to Edgewood Cottage between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. Neither had ever handled a case quite like
this before, and they improvised as they went along.First of all, they wanted to find out more
about what had happened the previous night, most of which the Davidsons and their friends had



partied away.The first party that the group had gone to after putting on their tuxes and evening
gowns was the premier local social event of the year: the annual Hospital Ball at Pinehurst
Country Club.“Everything that can be done to make a party a roaring success has been done by
the finance committee of the hospital auxiliary, which is sponsoring the Charity Ball on February
26,” The Pilot had reported a few days before the event. “Fred Kibler’s Casa Nova orchestra will
play, and we all know what excellent dance music that is.”Mr. and Mrs. Herb Vail, close friends of
the Davidsons, weren’t just attending the dance. They were part of the entertainment. “At
intervals during the evening,” the paper reported, “the Casa Novas will be relieved by the local
amateur orchestra known delicately as the ‘B.O.’s,’ consisting of Mrs. Herbert Vail, Herbert Vail,
Bob Page, John Leland and Liv Biddle…The dancing will take place in the regular ballroom.
Specialty acts and stunts have been arranged to entertain between dances.”Herb Vail had
become part of the Tufts family when his sister, Allie Vail, a good-looking, dark-haired
horsewoman and tournament-class tennis player, married Richard S. Tufts, grandson of
patriarch James Walker Tufts and son of Leonard Tufts, president of Pinehurst Inc. Herb and
Minnie could always be counted on to be the life of any party.Lots was going on that night. “Mrs.
Myron Marr [wife of Dr. Marr, who would have his hands full in a few hours] and Mrs. Percy
Thomson will be in charge of a ‘take a chance’ booth, where the customers may win a small
fortune or lose their shirts,” the paper advised. “Donald Sherrerd will act as official barker to lure
suckers in!…Tickets for this gay three-ring circus are $5.00 for a couple and $3.00 for a single
person.”So a good time would be had by all at the charity ball. Or almost all. There was one
notable exception: Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson. She was not having any fun at all. And she
continued to be a party pooper all night, try though the others might to cheer her up and make
her get with the program. Nothing seemed to go right in that regard. Local artists had contributed
“posters of various kinds, amusing, decorative and even sketches of local celebrities,” which
could be bought at auction. They were described as “just what you’ve been looking for to liven
up some particular corner of a room that has never looked just right.” So Elva bought one of
them, but Brad had been overheard harshly disapproving of her purchase in mock playful
fashion, rebuking her in front of others and plunging her even deeper into her apparent
despair.Not even the strolling accordionist who had been engaged to wander among the seated
guests, “playing any tune anybody asks for,” did anything to improve Elva’s spirits. In fact, he later
made things even worse.Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp was a roadhouse located near a creek
bottom off the old Morganton Road, which wound a kind of back route between Pinehurst and
Southern Pines. The “camp” was really just an Italian restaurant housed in a rambling, wooden
structure that looked as if it might have evolved section by section as a one-story wing was
added on to an early two-story farmhouse. It had once served as a hunting lodge. There was an
ancient stone chimney and weathered wooden siding that appeared never to have felt the touch
of a paintbrush.The building housing Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp, where the Davidsons and
friends dined in the wee hours of the morning of her death, stood on land that is now part of the
Lawn and Tennis Club. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.Angelo Montesanti had brought



his tribe to Moore County in 1912. Besides running the camp on the side, Angelo was the chef at
the Highland Pines Inn during “the season.” In the summer, when Pinehurst mostly shut down,
the family traveled to Charleroix, Michigan, to work at a sister inn. The casually inviting spaghetti
camp was a popular spot with the fast Pinehurst crowd, which admittedly didn’t have a wide
array of choices for evening entertainment. The central village had always been known for rolling
the sidewalks up and storing them away at 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.Angelo was sound asleep when
someone came pounding on his locked door and demanding service sometime between 2:00
and 2:30 a.m. on Wednesday, February 27. He looked out into the yard to see a party of
eighteen people, some yawning and a little unsteady on their feet, climbing out of a convoy of
snazzy automobiles. The women wore rumpled evening gowns, the men tuxedos with their ties
loosened. They had just come from the charity ball at the Pinehurst Country Club, they informed
the proprietor, and they were starving.Whether welcoming an opportunity to live up to his own
advertising slogan, “Where Hospitality Rules,” or (more likely) responding to the promise or
expectation that this bunch of rich playboys and party girls would make this wee-hours
imposition more than worth his while, Angelo complied and invited the gang of impromptu
guests in. Soon he was turning up the lights, firing up the stoves and waking up the help.As he
interviewed spaghetti camp employees in the harsh light of that same day, Sheriff McDonald
quickly zeroed in on one witness: a waiter named John Nostragiacomio, whom newspapers later
would invariably describe as “bushy-haired.”The thing that struck him, the waiter said, was that
while seventeen of the guests who had barged in were having a good time around the pulled-
together tables, one of them most clearly was not: Elva Statler Davidson. “Everybody in the party
except Mrs. Davidson was laughing and having fun,” he said. “She sat at the head of the table,
and her husband sat several chairs away from her. They had brought a harmonica player with
them from the dance at the Country Club, and there was some music.”Nostragiacomio was
wrong about the “harmonica” player. The musician was the aforementioned strolling accordion
player, one Carlo Restivo, who had been brought along from the ball. But the waiter was certain
of one thing: he didn’t see Elva Davidson smile once during her stay at his establishment. “Her
eyes were wet,” he said, “and she finally began to cry. She cried very hard.”The bitter weeping
continued for a long time, Nostragiacomio told investigators. He would notice it each time he
brought another plate of steaming pasta, basket of crisp garlic toast or bowl of salad to the
table.The waiter also made a point of saying that he had not noticed Mrs. Davidson’s husband
making any attempt at all to comfort or console her. Rather, he seemed cold and remote, largely
ignoring his conspicuously distraught bride as he talked, laughed and danced with others.
Though not everyone who had been at Montesanti’s could swear that they had seen Elva crying,
and no one saw her quarreling with her husband at that stage, several friends recalled that she
had “feigned gaiety but seemed depressed,” both at the charity ball and later at the spaghetti
house.Interior of Montesanti’s. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.When the accordionist
stopped near Elva, she requested a song. But when he played it, his fingers racing like spiders
across the black and white keys, it only made Elva sob louder. The song that so affected her was



described only as “a melancholy Gypsy tune.”The winter’s dawn was less than three hours away
when the members of the party, suspended somewhere between intoxication and hangover,
finally paid their bills and tips, toddled out into Montesanti’s sandy parking lot, bid each other
adieu, slipped into their cold car seats and departed in their separate ways with their minds on a
good day’s sleep. At that point, several in the party agreed, tears were still welling in Elva’s
eyes.Sheriff McDonald and Coroner Kelly had heard more than enough. Here they had a
wealthy young woman who displayed signs that something was deeply troubling her at a couple
of parties. Her husband of seven weeks turned his back on her. Back home, there was an oddly
extended, wee-hours quarrel between the two of them about who would park the car. Hours
later, she was found dead amid highly peculiar circumstances. The doctor who examined her
body told of bruises and baffling attire or lack thereof. A husband/beneficiary who stood to
become instantly wealthy as a result of his new wife’s death seemed to have some explaining to
do on several points.CHAPTER 2A Melancholy Gypsy TuneThe news raced along the village
grapevine like fire along a fuse. By noon, almost everyone in the close-knit winter colony knew
what had happened at Edgewood Cottage out on the corner of Linden Road and McKenzie. At
that early point, many of the gossipers were attaching the “s” word to it: suicide. Locking oneself
in a garage and turning on the engine had, after all, become a standard way of ending it all in the
three decades since the advent of the automobile.“A horrible day,” Hemmie Tufts, granddaughter-
in-law of Pinehurst founder James Walker Tufts and the friend who had introduced Brad and
Elva just a year earlier, wrote in her diary. “Got word Elva had attempted suicide. Then Allie
[Hemmie’s sister-in-law, Allie Vail] came in with the news that Elva was dead. Carbon monoxide.
It all seemed so horrible after being together just last nite…We went to movies for escape. ‘All
the King’s Horses.’ Took a walk alone. Couldn’t talk about it…All is so horrible and unreal…
Deadly sorry for Brad.”But some thoughtful residents had doubted from the beginning that a
troubled Elva Statler Davidson had simply gassed herself and that was the end of the story. For
one thing, there was the question of motive. “What people in Pinehurst’s winter playground of the
rich cannot understand,” a United Press correspondent later wrote, “is why Mrs. Davidson should
want to take her life. Outwardly, she had everything to live for: beauty, youth, wealth, social
position and a husband who is a member of a prominent Washington family.”And then there
were the nagging questions raised by the bits and pieces of evidence that had so far surfaced.
No matter how you looked at them, they didn’t seem to add up to a story that made a lot of
sense. Whether or not there was going to be a trial, as such, this was clearly not going to be a
cursory examination that would go away quickly—especially given the prominent cast of
characters.Of all the mysteries hovering around the case of Elva Statler Davidson, none was so
puzzling as the inexplicable, illogical position in which her body was found. At this early stage of
discussion, every plausible explanation—suicide, murder or accident—seemed to leave a big
question or two unanswered.Suicide: If a despondent young woman were determined to kill
herself with carbon monoxide inside a closed garage, surely she would sit down comfortably
behind the wheel, start the engine and lean back to let the gas do its work. As a poor second



alternative, she might go sit or lie near the tailpipe in hopes of getting a quicker, more potent
dose.Murder: On the other hand, if someone else were intent on murdering a young lady and
making it look like suicide, wouldn’t he take care to place her body (presumably already dead or
incapacitated through other means) behind the wheel? Surely the last thing he would do is to
dump her in a pile sure to arouse suspicion and then go away.Accident: First of all, it was hard to
imagine, under the circumstances that prevailed in this case, and considering how long it takes a
lethal dose of monoxide to build up, how a fit young woman could possibly end up dying by
accident in that garage, which had plenty of windows that could be broken out. And even if she
had, was it likely she would end up being huddled how and where she was found?As described
by that small group of heartsick and helpless witnesses who had seen her, the position almost
sounded like that of one who had collapsed while climbing uphill on hands and knees. Or
backing downhill. “If you were stepping out of a car backward and suddenly fainted,” a shaken
Edna Campaigne told others in attempting to imagine a scenario that would somehow fit the
awful thing she had seen that morning, “that would be the position her body was in.”An
anonymous correspondent who filed an Associated Press story on that first day seemed to lean
toward the theory that Elva, known to suffer from insomnia, had taken an early morning drive and
then somehow died accidentally while preparing for a trip to the golf course. But why would a
young woman choose to take a drive or play a round of golf while wearing house slippers,
somebody else’s ill-fitting skirt and no hat, panties, girdle, brassiere, camisole or stockings?One
of those harboring early misgivings about the case was Moore County sheriff Charles
McDonald.Described as “a squared-away guy,” he had one of North Carolina’s most expansive
counties (at more than seven hundred square miles, half the size of Rhode Island) to look after.
And Pinehurst, an unincorporated village—really more of a company town—with no police
department and no crime to speak of, was part of the sheriff’s beat. The village had a lone
constable, a man named Deese, but he seems to have bowed out early and left the investigation
up to the high sheriff.McDonald himself took his own sweet time picking up on the gravity of what
had happened. It was 10:00 a.m. on that first day—while Dr. Marr was still working in vain to
bring some life back to the body—when somebody called the sheriff’s office in Carthage with the
news of “a lady dead at the hospital.” McDonald didn’t arrive in Pinehurst (twelve miles away)
until 11:30 a.m. The hospital called again at noon, only to find that the sheriff had gone off to his
weekly Kiwanis Club lunch.McDonald still had a toothpick in the corner of his mouth when he
finally walked into the hospital a little after 1:00 p.m., but he quickly got down to business. He
might have been a country boy, but he knew right away that he had a big case on his beat, and it
didn’t take him much longer to recognize that certain pieces of the puzzle didn’t fit together quite
right. He made sure that another man became involved in the investigation from the start: Acting
Coroner Hugh Kelly. (Coroner Carl Fry was out of town.) McDonald and Kelly paid their first visit
to Edgewood Cottage between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. Neither had ever handled a case quite like
this before, and they improvised as they went along.First of all, they wanted to find out more
about what had happened the previous night, most of which the Davidsons and their friends had



partied away.The first party that the group had gone to after putting on their tuxes and evening
gowns was the premier local social event of the year: the annual Hospital Ball at Pinehurst
Country Club.“Everything that can be done to make a party a roaring success has been done by
the finance committee of the hospital auxiliary, which is sponsoring the Charity Ball on February
26,” The Pilot had reported a few days before the event. “Fred Kibler’s Casa Nova orchestra will
play, and we all know what excellent dance music that is.”Mr. and Mrs. Herb Vail, close friends of
the Davidsons, weren’t just attending the dance. They were part of the entertainment. “At
intervals during the evening,” the paper reported, “the Casa Novas will be relieved by the local
amateur orchestra known delicately as the ‘B.O.’s,’ consisting of Mrs. Herbert Vail, Herbert Vail,
Bob Page, John Leland and Liv Biddle…The dancing will take place in the regular ballroom.
Specialty acts and stunts have been arranged to entertain between dances.”Herb Vail had
become part of the Tufts family when his sister, Allie Vail, a good-looking, dark-haired
horsewoman and tournament-class tennis player, married Richard S. Tufts, grandson of
patriarch James Walker Tufts and son of Leonard Tufts, president of Pinehurst Inc. Herb and
Minnie could always be counted on to be the life of any party.Lots was going on that night. “Mrs.
Myron Marr [wife of Dr. Marr, who would have his hands full in a few hours] and Mrs. Percy
Thomson will be in charge of a ‘take a chance’ booth, where the customers may win a small
fortune or lose their shirts,” the paper advised. “Donald Sherrerd will act as official barker to lure
suckers in!…Tickets for this gay three-ring circus are $5.00 for a couple and $3.00 for a single
person.”So a good time would be had by all at the charity ball. Or almost all. There was one
notable exception: Mrs. Henry Bradley Davidson. She was not having any fun at all. And she
continued to be a party pooper all night, try though the others might to cheer her up and make
her get with the program. Nothing seemed to go right in that regard. Local artists had contributed
“posters of various kinds, amusing, decorative and even sketches of local celebrities,” which
could be bought at auction. They were described as “just what you’ve been looking for to liven
up some particular corner of a room that has never looked just right.” So Elva bought one of
them, but Brad had been overheard harshly disapproving of her purchase in mock playful
fashion, rebuking her in front of others and plunging her even deeper into her apparent
despair.Not even the strolling accordionist who had been engaged to wander among the seated
guests, “playing any tune anybody asks for,” did anything to improve Elva’s spirits. In fact, he later
made things even worse.Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp was a roadhouse located near a creek
bottom off the old Morganton Road, which wound a kind of back route between Pinehurst and
Southern Pines. The “camp” was really just an Italian restaurant housed in a rambling, wooden
structure that looked as if it might have evolved section by section as a one-story wing was
added on to an early two-story farmhouse. It had once served as a hunting lodge. There was an
ancient stone chimney and weathered wooden siding that appeared never to have felt the touch
of a paintbrush.The building housing Montesanti’s Spaghetti Camp, where the Davidsons and
friends dined in the wee hours of the morning of her death, stood on land that is now part of the
Lawn and Tennis Club. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.Angelo Montesanti had brought



his tribe to Moore County in 1912. Besides running the camp on the side, Angelo was the chef at
the Highland Pines Inn during “the season.” In the summer, when Pinehurst mostly shut down,
the family traveled to Charleroix, Michigan, to work at a sister inn. The casually inviting spaghetti
camp was a popular spot with the fast Pinehurst crowd, which admittedly didn’t have a wide
array of choices for evening entertainment. The central village had always been known for rolling
the sidewalks up and storing them away at 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.Angelo was sound asleep when
someone came pounding on his locked door and demanding service sometime between 2:00
and 2:30 a.m. on Wednesday, February 27. He looked out into the yard to see a party of
eighteen people, some yawning and a little unsteady on their feet, climbing out of a convoy of
snazzy automobiles. The women wore rumpled evening gowns, the men tuxedos with their ties
loosened. They had just come from the charity ball at the Pinehurst Country Club, they informed
the proprietor, and they were starving.Whether welcoming an opportunity to live up to his own
advertising slogan, “Where Hospitality Rules,” or (more likely) responding to the promise or
expectation that this bunch of rich playboys and party girls would make this wee-hours
imposition more than worth his while, Angelo complied and invited the gang of impromptu
guests in. Soon he was turning up the lights, firing up the stoves and waking up the help.As he
interviewed spaghetti camp employees in the harsh light of that same day, Sheriff McDonald
quickly zeroed in on one witness: a waiter named John Nostragiacomio, whom newspapers later
would invariably describe as “bushy-haired.”The thing that struck him, the waiter said, was that
while seventeen of the guests who had barged in were having a good time around the pulled-
together tables, one of them most clearly was not: Elva Statler Davidson. “Everybody in the party
except Mrs. Davidson was laughing and having fun,” he said. “She sat at the head of the table,
and her husband sat several chairs away from her. They had brought a harmonica player with
them from the dance at the Country Club, and there was some music.”Nostragiacomio was
wrong about the “harmonica” player. The musician was the aforementioned strolling accordion
player, one Carlo Restivo, who had been brought along from the ball. But the waiter was certain
of one thing: he didn’t see Elva Davidson smile once during her stay at his establishment. “Her
eyes were wet,” he said, “and she finally began to cry. She cried very hard.”The bitter weeping
continued for a long time, Nostragiacomio told investigators. He would notice it each time he
brought another plate of steaming pasta, basket of crisp garlic toast or bowl of salad to the
table.The waiter also made a point of saying that he had not noticed Mrs. Davidson’s husband
making any attempt at all to comfort or console her. Rather, he seemed cold and remote, largely
ignoring his conspicuously distraught bride as he talked, laughed and danced with others.
Though not everyone who had been at Montesanti’s could swear that they had seen Elva crying,
and no one saw her quarreling with her husband at that stage, several friends recalled that she
had “feigned gaiety but seemed depressed,” both at the charity ball and later at the spaghetti
house.Interior of Montesanti’s. Courtesy of the Tufts Archives, Pinehurst.When the accordionist
stopped near Elva, she requested a song. But when he played it, his fingers racing like spiders
across the black and white keys, it only made Elva sob louder. The song that so affected her was



described only as “a melancholy Gypsy tune.”The winter’s dawn was less than three hours away
when the members of the party, suspended somewhere between intoxication and hangover,
finally paid their bills and tips, toddled out into Montesanti’s sandy parking lot, bid each other
adieu, slipped into their cold car seats and departed in their separate ways with their minds on a
good day’s sleep. At that point, several in the party agreed, tears were still welling in Elva’s
eyes.Sheriff McDonald and Coroner Kelly had heard more than enough. Here they had a
wealthy young woman who displayed signs that something was deeply troubling her at a couple
of parties. Her husband of seven weeks turned his back on her. Back home, there was an oddly
extended, wee-hours quarrel between the two of them about who would park the car. Hours
later, she was found dead amid highly peculiar circumstances. The doctor who examined her
body told of bruises and baffling attire or lack thereof. A husband/beneficiary who stood to
become instantly wealthy as a result of his new wife’s death seemed to have some explaining to
do on several points.
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Paulette Folmer, “Interesting Review of a Questionable Death. While this was a thorough review
of the story of Elva Statler's death, there really is no answer as to what really happened.”
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Paula Corregan, “Sad story!. This book details the life and death (under mysterious
circumstances) of Elva Statler Davidson. Elva was adopted by Ellsworth Statler, a hotel
magnate and his wife, Mary and raised in priviledge. Due to the early deaths of several family
members, she became severely depressed. She seems to have also suffered from bipolar
disorder. She died under questionable circumstances in Pinehurst, North Carolina. It is left for
the reader to decide if her death was suicide or murder by her new husband, Bradley Davidson.
This book is fascinating, and I highly recommend it to other readers.”

M. V. Sanderford, “Fine writer, and a fine book!. Discovering all the available information about a
75-year-old mystery and knitting them together into a "page-turner" is not an easy task. Steve
Bouser, an excellent writer, has successfully woven the disparate personal reminiscences,
written documents, and the rumors and speculation that swirled around Elva Statler Davidson's
death at the time into a compelling and coherent whole. I found that his acerbic, lightly sardonic
writing style fit the subject matter perfectly, both in describing the central mystery of the central
character's death and the unique southern North Carolina setting where her sad life ended. I
read this book straight through and enjoyed every word of it. The negative reviews that his book
has received are so far off of the mark as to lead me to suspect them to be motivated more by
some hidden personal agenda than by objective literary analysis.”
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